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Abstract

In its investigation into Google’s search practices, Google Search, the Commission alleges that Google abuses its dominant position on the web search market by giving systematic favourable treatment to its “comparison shopping product” (namely, “Google Shopping”) in its general search results pages. This Article analyses whether the conduct in question in Google Search can be an abuse under Article 102TFEU (prohibiting the abuse of a dominant position in the EU) and, if so, under what conditions. This Article proceeds by first providing a positive assessment of the application of Article 102TFEU and the relevant case law to the issues involved in Google Search on the assumption that the Commission may seek to place the facts under an existing category of abuse. Three categories of abuse are analysed to this end: refusal to deal (including the essential facilities doctrine), discrimination, and tying. The article then proceeds to a normative assessment of the circumstances under which Article 102TFEU should be applied in Google Search under a principled conceptualisation of “abuse,” one which requires exploitation, exclusion, and a lack of an increase in efficiency. The Article finds that the facts in Google Search do not meet the requirements of the existing law to be found abusive unless the established frameworks for the types of abuse examined are unjustifiably disrupted. It also finds that under the principled conceptualisation of abuse adopted in this Article, the facts in Google Search do not represent the type of conduct that should be found abusive either.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The European Commission started investigating Google in November 2010 for allegedly abusing a dominant position, contrary to Article 102TFEU. Despite pursuing negotiations with Google, which culminated in commitments that officially “address the Commission’s concerns,” the Commission issued a

Statement of Objections (SO) to Google in April 2015, followed by a Supplementary SO in July 2016. The preliminary conclusion of the Commission’s investigation is that Google gives systematic favourable treatment to its “comparison shopping product” (currently called “Google Shopping”) in its general search results pages, e.g., by showing Google Shopping more prominently on the screen. “Comparison shopping products” allow consumers to search for products on online shopping websites and compare prices between different merchants. The Commission alleges that when a consumer enters a shopping-related query in Google’s search engine (“Google Search”), Google Shopping is “systematically displayed prominently at the top of the search results” irrespective of whether it is the most relevant response to the query. The Commission interprets this to suggest that Google’s Commercial Product (“Google Shopping Commercial Unit”), which is the group of Product Listing Ads on general result pages, is not subject to the same algorithms as other comparison shopping services.

According to the Commission, Google’s conduct may artificially divert traffic from rival comparison shopping services, hindering their ability to compete. Further, the Commission suggests that Google’s conduct has a

where the Commission intends to adopt a decision requiring that an infringement be brought to an end and the undertakings concerned offer commitments to meet the concerns expressed to them by the Commission in its preliminary assessment, the Commission may, by decision, make those commitments binding on the undertakings. Council Regulation 1/2003, art. 9, 2002 O.J. (L 1) 1 (EC).


4. Id.


7. Press Release IP/15/4780, supra note 3. More specifically, the Commission’s preliminary conclusions in its SO are that: (i) Google systematically positions and prominently displays its comparison shopping service in its general search results pages, irrespective of its merits; (ii) Google does not apply to its own comparison shopping service the system of penalties which it applies to other comparison shopping services on the basis of defined parameters, and which can lead to the lowering of the rank in which they appear in Google’s general search results pages; (iii) Froogle, Google’s first comparison shopping service, did not benefit from any favourable treatment, and performed poorly; (iv) as a result of Google’s systematic favouring of its subsequent comparison shopping services “Google Product Search” and “Google Shopping,” both experienced higher rates of growth, to the detriment of rival comparison shopping services. European Commission Fact Sheet, Antitrust:
negative impact on consumers and innovation. For the Commission, users arguably do not necessarily see the most relevant comparison shopping results in response to their queries, and incentives to innovate from rivals are lowered as they know that however good their product may be, they will not benefit from the same prominence as Google’s product. The Commission’s preliminary view is that Google’s favourable treatment of Google Shopping is an abuse of Google’s dominant position in general Internet search.

The SO’s discussion of remedies adopts the preliminary view that in order to remedy the conduct, Google should treat its own comparison shopping service and those of rivals in the same way. The Commission argues that this remedy would not interfere with Google’s algorithms or how it designs its search results pages. The Commission suggests that it would mean that when Google shows comparison shopping services in response to a user’s query, the most relevant service(s) would be selected to appear in Google’s search results pages.

The Commission appears to be using Google Search as a test case since it has indicated that “[i]f an infringement is proven, a case focusing on comparison shopping could potentially establish a broader precedent for enforcing EU competition rules in other instances of Google favouring [sic] its own services over competing services.” The possibility of such further intervention arises due to the fact that Google Search (like other search engines) has moved from displaying “ten-blue-links” in response to search queries to generating a list of results that integrates specialist (vertical) results such as news, video, image, local, shopping, etc. in one search result (known as “Universal Search”). Consequently, there is a possibility that these integrated search features other than shopping may give rise to similar cases if Google Search sets a precedent by finding an infringement. The importance of reaching the right decision in Google Search, therefore, cannot be overemphasised since the case will potentially set a precedent not just for other Google services similar to shopping, but also for other businesses in similarly innovative technology markets which provide services with multiple features on multi-sided markets. The case is also of fundamental importance as it represents an ideal opportunity for the Commission to demonstrate that it wishes to protect competition (and thereby the interests of consumers) rather than protect competitors. Concerns have already been voiced that an adverse finding in Google Search may protect

8. Fact Sheet, supra note 7.
9. Id.
10. Statement 15/4780, supra note 5.
11. Fact Sheet, supra note 7.
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. Statement 15/4780, supra note 5.
competitors and disadvantage consumers due to chilling innovation and competition.\textsuperscript{16}

The assessments of market definition and dominance are early hurdles in reaching the correct outcome in Google Search. First, there is the issue of what the correctly identified, relevant market is for the purposes of the investigation. Second, there is the issue of determining whether Google holds market power in a properly defined market, which—despite apparent high market shares—is far from a foregone conclusion. In its investigation, the Commission has identified three separate markets (namely: the markets for web search, search advertising, and comparison shopping) reaching the preliminary finding that Google is dominant on the first two of them.\textsuperscript{17} Several commentators have argued that: first, the markets that the Commission has identified in this context are unlikely to be the relevant markets, and, at the least, are too narrowly defined; and, second, on a correctly identified relevant market, Google is unlikely to be dominant.\textsuperscript{18} A finding that Google is not dominant on the correctly identified relevant market would clearly be the end of the Commission’s case against Google.\textsuperscript{19} An incorrect definition of the relevant market and/or an incorrect finding of dominance would also suffice for the annulment of the Commission’s decision in case of an appeal since it is inconceivable that the remainder of such a decision could survive such a finding.

This Article aims to analyse whether the conduct in question in Google Search can be an abuse under Article 102TFEU, and if so, under what conditions. This Article is, thus, limited to the assessment of the potential theory of abuse, alongside the discussion of a potential remedy. For the sake of full engagement with the conduct aspect of the case, the remainder of this Article bases its discussion on the relevant markets identified by the Commission and the market power allegedly held by Google over them.

The Commission’s accusations do not reveal what type of abuse the Commission considers Google’s conduct to fall under. This has led to different interpretations by commentators of the type of abuse the investigated conduct might constitute. At one level, how the conduct is categorised is legally

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{17} See, e.g., European Commission Memo 13/383, Commission Seeks Feedback on Commitments Offered by Google to Address Competition Concerns—Questions and Answers (Apr. 25, 2013); Statement 15/4780, supra note 5.
\item \textsuperscript{19} See, e.g., Wagner-von Papp, supra note 16, at 624.
\end{itemize}
irrelevant since Article 102TFEU only lists examples of abuse and it is not necessary for a given conduct to fall within one of the listed categories of conduct to be found abusive.\textsuperscript{20} Given the illustrative nature of the list of practices in Article 102TFEU, what matters is how one interprets the concept of “abuse” and whether the conduct under investigation constitutes an abuse under that relevant interpretation.\textsuperscript{21} Commentators, in seeking to assess Google’s conduct under one of the established categories of abusive conduct, have also tried to examine the practice on the basis of existing case law on these different types of abusive conduct.\textsuperscript{22} This is clearly a valuable and important exercise in terms of assessing the potential application of the case law on Article 102TFEU in Google Search. However, at some level, this is also not authoritative for two reasons: first, the concept of “abuse” covers practices not yet found abusive in a case, including novel practices due to the non-exhaustive nature of the provision; and, second, there is no rule of precedent in EU law.\textsuperscript{23} It is therefore possible for the EU Commission (and, should there be an infringement decision and an appeal, for the EU Courts) to not apply any of the existing case law to the facts involved in Google Search or to change the parameters of the existing case law concerning their application in Google Search.\textsuperscript{24} This underlines the importance of a normative assessment of the issues in Google Search and of the examination of how the law should be applied to the facts. Consequently, this Article conducts two separate assessments. It proceeds by first providing a positive assessment of the application of Article 102TFEU and the relevant case law to the issues involved in Google Search on the assumption that the Commission may seek to place the facts under an existing category of abuse. It then proceeds to a normative assessment of the circumstances under which Article 102TFEU should be applied in Google Search under a particular principle of “abuse.” Its novel contribution is thus provided in its containing both a thorough assessment

\textsuperscript{20} For the non-exhaustive list of examples of abuse in Article 102TFEU, see \textit{e.g.}, Case 6/72, Europenballage Corporation and Continental Can Company Inc. v. Comm’n, 1973 E.C.R. 215, ¶ 26. Whether the conduct is a novel type of abuse may be relevant for the imposition of a fine. Although the fact that the Commission and the EU courts have not yet had the opportunity to rule specifically on certain conduct does not, in itself, prevent the Commission from imposing a fine. See Commission Decision, Case AT.39985, 2014 O.J. (L 344) 57, ¶ 560, http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/cases/dec_docs/39985/39985_928_16.pdf (citing Case C-457/10 P, AstraZeneca v. Comm’n E.C.R., ¶ 164 (Dec. 6, 2012)). Occasionally, the novelty of the abuse has led to the imposition of a symbolic fine, a reduced fine or no fine at all. See, \textit{e.g.}, Case AT.39985, ¶ 561; see also 2014 O.J. (C 344) 6 (summarizing Motorola-Enforcement of GPRS Standard Essential Patents); Case C-62/86, AKZO Chemie BV v. Comm’n, 1991 E.C.R. I-3359, ¶ 163; Commission Decision COMP/C-1/36.915, 2001 O.J. (L 331) 40, ¶ 193.


\textsuperscript{23} For there being no rule of precedent, see \textit{e.g.}, Anthony Arnell, \textit{Owning Up to Futility: Precedent and the Court of Justice}, 30 COMM. MKT. L. REV. 247, 248, 262 (1993); PAUL LASKO, LAW & INSTITUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 171 (7th ed. 2001); PAUL CRAIG & GRÁINNE DE BÚRCA, EU LAW: TEXT, CASES, AND MATERIALS 63 (5th ed. 2011) (showing where the exercise is not authoritative).

\textsuperscript{24} See Arnell, \textit{supra} note 23 (demonstrating the lack of precedent in European Union Law).
of the positive law, as well as a normative analysis of the relevant issues under one interpretation of the concept of “abuse.”

To achieve its two objectives, this Article comprises two parts. Section II examines the most likely existing categories of abusive conduct under which Google’s conduct might fall. It has been argued that the alleged abuse in Google Search does not squarely fit any of the established categories of abuse. The closest types of abuse to the allegedly abusive conduct in Google Search are refusal to deal (including the essential facilities doctrine), discrimination, and tying. Thus, Section II is divided into three parts examining each of these abuses and their application in Google Search. Underlying all of these possible types of conduct is a theory that Google leverages its market power on the search engine market to another market, namely the market for comparison shopping sites. Section III presents a normative legal assessment of the circumstances under which Article 102TFEU should apply to the facts of Google Search. The particular conceptualisation of abuse on which this normative assessment is based would require there to be exploitation, exclusion, and a lack of an increase in efficiency resulting from the dominant undertaking’s conduct before a finding of abuse can be made. This normative assessment is complemented by the discussion of the potential remedy in Google Search. Section IV concludes by finding that the facts in Google Search do not meet the requirements of the existing law to be found abusive unless the established frameworks for the types of abuse examined are unjustifiably disrupted. It also finds that under the conceptualisation of abuse adopted in this article, the facts in Google Search do not represent the type of conduct that should be found abusive.

II. POSITIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE ALLEGED ABUSE

A. Refusal to Deal and the Essential Facilities Doctrine

Many commentators have associated the alleged abuse in Google Search with refusal to deal and accordingly, have discussed whether Google Search is in fact an “essential facility.” Moreover, considering the remedy that the Commission appears to be seeking, namely that of applying the same algorithm that Google applies to Google Shopping to all comparison shopping sites, one could argue that the remedy (and therefore the alleged abuse) concerns the access of comparison shopping sites to Google’s product (the search engine) and the conditions of that access, namely, how these websites appear on the general

25. Nazzini, supra note 22, at 313.
26. See Statement 15/4780, supra note 5.
27. For a detailed explanation and justification of the conceptualisation of abuse, developed by this Author, see PINAR AKMAN, THE CONCEPT OF ABUSE IN EU COMPETITION LAW: LAW AND ECONOMICS APPROACHES (2012) (developing the concept particularly in Chapter 8).
28. See, e.g., Lao, supra note 18; Bo Vesterdorf, Theories of Self-Preferencing and Duty to Deal—Two Sides of the Same Coin?, 1 COMPETITION L. & POL’Y DEBATE 4 (2015); Petit, supra note 22; Lisa Mays, The Consequences of Search Bias: How Application of the Essential Facilities Doctrine Remedies Google’s Unrestricted Monopoly on Search in the United States and Europe, 83 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 721 (2015).
29. See Statement 15/4780, supra note 5 (demonstrating the Commission’s desire to use the remedy).
Taking this argument to its logical conclusion, the question at issue in Google Search can be restated as whether Google has a duty to deal with the operators of websites, such as comparison shopping sites, that provide competing services to Google’s own services by providing them access to Google Search on certain terms which ensure that their services are subject to the same rules that Google applies to the display of its own services (such as shopping results) on Google Search (i.e., Google’s own, proprietary product).

As acknowledged by the Commission, generally speaking, any undertaking, including a dominant one, should have the right to choose its trading partners and to freely dispose of its property.\textsuperscript{31} Intervention on competition law grounds where the application of Article 102TFEU would impose an obligation of supply on the dominant undertaking therefore requires careful consideration, not least because of its potential to undermine both the dominant undertaking’s and its rivals’ incentives to invest and innovate, something which would not be in the interests of consumers.\textsuperscript{32} Competition concerns typically arise when the dominant undertaking competes on the “downstream market” with the buyer whom it refuses to supply.\textsuperscript{33} In this context, the term “downstream market” refers to the market on which the refused input is needed to manufacture a product or produce a service.\textsuperscript{34} This is indeed the only type of refusal to deal that the Commission discusses in its Guidance, which suggests that it is the only type of refusal to deal that is a priority in terms of the Commission’s enforcement.\textsuperscript{35} This type of refusal to deal covers a broad range of practices including refusal to grant access to an “essential facility” or a network.\textsuperscript{36} An “essential facility,” in turn, is defined as “a facility or infrastructure, without access to which competitors cannot provide services to their customers.”\textsuperscript{37}

In Google Search, the Guidance’s conceptualisation of refusal to deal faces the problem that, as discussed below, Google is unlikely to be a vertically integrated undertaking which is active on the “upstream” market of search and which provides an “input” necessary to provide a service on the “downstream” market of comparison shopping where it is also present.\textsuperscript{38} However, given that much of the commentary to date suggests that this may indeed be the theory of harm underlying the allegations, this Subsection will assume that the market positioning of Google Search and comparison shopping sites could be considered to fit into the categorisation of upstream and downstream levels of

\textsuperscript{30} Id.

\textsuperscript{31} European Commission, Communication from the Commission—Guidance on the Commission’s Enforcement Priorities in Applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to Abusive Exclusionary Conduct by Dominant Undertakings, 2009 O.J. (C 45) ¶ 75 [hereinafter Commission Guidance].

\textsuperscript{32} Id.

\textsuperscript{33} Id. ¶ 76.

\textsuperscript{34} Id.

\textsuperscript{35} Id.

\textsuperscript{36} Id. ¶ 78.


\textsuperscript{38} See infra text after note 220 for the discussion of vertical integration. Vertical integration is considered to be more immediately relevant and fundamentally important for the abuse of discrimination, which explains why it is discussed under discrimination below.
production or a similar positioning. Nevertheless, the separate question of whether Google provides an “input” which is needed in order to provide the service on the other, neighbouring market and the supply of which is refused by the dominant undertaking is one that has to be further examined. After a brief inquiry into what this “input” might be immediately below (i), this Subsection will turn to the requirements for refusal to deal to be abusive under the case law (ii). This assessment will specifically examine the requirements for such an abuse concerning refusal to supply physical property (ii.a), the requirements for such an abuse concerning refusal to supply intangible property including property that is protected by IP rights (ii.b), the so-called “estoppel abuse” which concerns the conditions of supply where supply has been provided voluntarily (ii.c), and, finally, “objective justification” which can justify conduct that would otherwise be found abusive (ii.d).

1. The Relevant Input

The first issue that needs to be explored is identifying the relevant “input” that is not being supplied. This is not obvious from the Commission’s allegations, which focus on the argument of “self-favouring,” without much detail.39 The closest explanation of what the input can be is found in a statement by Commissioner Vestager, who remarked that “[t]he commercial importance of appearing prominently in Google’s general search results is obvious.”40 Therefore, the input could be (i) the free traffic to comparison shopping sites that being displayed on Google’s general result pages provides to these sites, or, (ii) a particular positioning and ranking on Google’s general result pages (e.g., appearing on the first page of results).41 Although the value of a particular position in the results is also linked to the traffic that this position and ranking would provide to the comparison shopping sites, “being ranked prominently” is a more specific type of input than “receiving free traffic” and would have different implications in the context of remedies.42 The question in Google Search, therefore, is whether either receiving free traffic or being displayed in a certain position on Google’s general result pages is a necessary input to provide a service, namely, comparison shopping.

It has been argued that at face value, there is no abusive refusal to supply in Google Search because—as will be argued below concerning discrimination—there is no trading relationship between a search engine and specialist (vertical) search sites or any other site from which information is obtained to respond to a user’s query.43 Moreover, Google is displaying rival specialist search websites (such as comparison shopping sites) in its own search

40. Statement 15/4780, supra note 5.
41. See, e.g., Lianos & Motchenkova, supra note 22, at 436 (suggesting the possibility that the refusal concerns the refusal to grant access to the highest ranking in the search engine or to being ranked on the first page of results).
42. Id. at 435–36.
43. Nazzini, supra note 22, at 307.
results. Furthermore, there is no contractual or technological coercion of consumers to choose results higher up on the search result pages. These comments suggest that the refusal to deal theory would only work if the “input” being necessary for competing on the comparison shopping market is not just appearing in Google’s general search results, but appearing in a certain position and ranking in these results; provided that the comparison shopping sites appear somewhere on the list of results, one cannot argue that the supply of the “input” is being refused if the “input” is simply that of appearing in Google’s general search results rather than appearing in a particular way in those results. If the “input” is that of being positioned or displayed in a certain way, this would imply that to remedy the conduct, Google would have to ensure that the comparison shopping sites appear prominently in the general search results, i.e., in a certain position and ranking. Despite the Commissioner’s statement that “[they] would not want to interfere with Google’s design choices or how its algorithms work,” it is difficult to envisage how the conduct could be remedied without imposing on Google the use of an algorithm that would ensure that certain display conditions are satisfied such as prominent display. Yet, such an imposition would not only interfere with the core of Google’s business model and business judgment, it would also constitute the protection of the commercial interests of the competitors irrespective of the benefits or otherwise of such an intervention for users of the search engine. This is because underlying such a remedy is the assumption that consumers would benefit from the prominent display of such competitors more than they do from, for example, the current, or indeed future, configurations of the result pages. However, this reflects a value judgment by the Commission and is arguably paternalistic. In fact, it has been posited that not being able to access a market because the dominant player is impeding access to distribution channels or forms of supply is very different from when a dominant player fails to actively promote competing services through its own service. It is noteworthy that the Commission itself has held that there is no obligation placed on a dominant producer to subsidize competition to itself. All in all, the lack of clarity concerning what exactly might be the “input” being refused by Google and the implications of identifying the input in certain ways for the business model of Google inevitably raises questions concerning the legal feasibility and appropriateness of a theory based on a refusal-to-deal-type abuse in Google Search. However, the rest of this Subsection will assume that there is such an “input” that Google could but fails

44. Id.
46. Id.
47. Statement 15/4780, supra note 5.
49. Id. at 633.
50. Id. at 646.
to provide, and will examine the conditions under which such a failure would constitute an abusive refusal to deal under Article 102TFEU.

2. The Requirements for Refusal to Deal to be Abusive

As refusal to deal is not an abuse explicitly stipulated in Article 102TFEU, its legal assessment inevitably involves examination of the relevant case law. That case law can be categorised as that concerning the refusal to supply/provide access to physical property or the refusal to supply/provide access to intangible property, including that protected by IP rights. There is debate whether the duty to deal should differ depending on the type of property, with some arguing that both the refusal to deal in physical property and the refusal to deal in IP-protected property should be subject to the same rules. The jurisprudence has developed different conditions for these different types of refusal to deal; the following Section will therefore examine refusal to provide access to physical property separately from refusal to provide access to intangible property including property protected by IP rights.

a. Refusal to Provide Access to Physical Property

The EU refusal to supply case law is generally deemed to start with Commercial Solvents, where the input whose supply was refused was a raw material necessary to produce a derivative, ethambutol (a type of anti-tuberculosis drug). After having supplied a downstream customer with the raw material for some years, Commercial Solvents discontinued the supply when it started competing on the downstream market. The Court of Justice (CoJ) found this to be abusive. Importantly, the CoJ indicated that if on the raw material market, there was another raw material that could be substituted without difficulty for the raw material being refused, then this could have invalidated the argument that Commercial Solvents had a dominant position on the market for the raw material in the first place. Applying this to Google Search, if the input allegedly being refused is traffic to a website, then it is questionable that the case falls within the scope of the refusal to deal case law, since there are clearly

---

55. See ROBERT O’DONOGHUE & JORGE PADILLA, THE LAW AND ECONOMICS OF ARTICLE 102TFEU 529 (2d ed. 2013); Nazzini, supra note 21, at 309.
56. See Commercial Solvents, 1974 E.C.R. 223 (demonstrating that jurisprudence has developed conditions for refusal to deal); Bronner, 1998 E.C.R. I-7791.
58. Id. ¶ 25.
59. Id. ¶ 15.
available alternatives to Google for generating traffic to a website. This would and does indeed raise the question whether Google can be dominant on the relevant market for the purposes of a theory of harm based on refusal to supply free traffic to certain websites. But as noted above, for present purposes, it is assumed that it can be established that Google is dominant on a properly defined relevant market.

Some other cases of refusal to deal in physical property involved the duty to provide access to physical infrastructure and ports. However, it was not until Bronner that the legal conditions under which access could be ordered were clarified by the EU Courts. In Bronner, a preliminary reference ruling, the CoJ was asked to rule whether the conduct of Mediaprint, a press undertaking holding a very large share of the daily newspaper market in Austria and which also operated the only nationwide newspaper home delivery scheme, in refusing to provide access to Bronner, the publisher of a rival newspaper with a small circulation, was an abusive delivery scheme. Despite the fact that Mediaprint had provided such access to another newspaper as part of a package of services, the CoJ suggested that Mediaprint’s refusal to provide access to Bronner was not abusive. In clarifying the conditions for such conduct to be abusive, the Court emphasised that it is not just necessary to prove that the refusal of the service is likely to eliminate all competition in the daily newspaper market on the part of the person requesting access and that the refusal cannot be objectively justified, it is also necessary to prove that the service in itself is indispensable to carry on that person’s business and that there is no actual or potential substitute in existence for the relevant service. Moreover, regarding indispensability, it is not enough for a party seeking access to argue that it is not economically viable for it to create an alternative due to its small scale. In establishing whether there are substitutes or not, it is also not relevant that some of these substitutes may be “less advantageous” for the competitor in question than using the service of the dominant undertaking. For access to be deemed indispensable, it would be necessary “at the very least” that it is not economically viable to create a second delivery scheme for an undertaking that has similar scale to the undertaking that has developed the existing scheme. In other words, the

60. Traffic to these websites can be generated, inter alia, through advertising on search engines, offering of mobile apps, offline advertising, repeat visits from satisfied customers, etc.
63. O’DONOGHUE & PADILLA, supra note 55, at 529.
65. Id. ¶ 47.
66. Id. ¶ 41.
67. Id. ¶ 45.
68. Id. ¶ 42.
69. Id. ¶ 46.
standard is an objective one based on an equally efficient entrant. The Advocate General’s Opinion in Bronner is also noteworthy in pointing out that allowing access to a company’s facilities too easily would disincentivise both the competitor gaining access and the dominant undertaking allowing access from investing in such facilities. Moreover, “the mere fact that by retaining a facility for its own use a dominant undertaking retains an advantage over a competitor cannot justify requiring access to it.” Applying Bronner to the facts of Google Search suggests that, as comparison shopping sites have many ways of receiving traffic other than appearing prominently in the results on Google’s general result pages, it cannot be said that there are no actual or potential alternatives to Google’s service for the comparison shopping sites to carry on their business. In Google Search, there are both current and potential substitutes to receiving (free) traffic from Google Search, such as receiving (free) traffic from other search engines, mobile apps, social media or direct (e-)mail campaigns, or online and offline advertising campaigns to increase brand awareness. Furthermore, unlike in Bronner where the only home delivery scheme in the country was owned by Mediaprint—which allegedly had a dominant position in “the market for services constituted by that scheme or of which it forms part,”—in Google Search there are actual, existing competitors of Google’s search engine such as Bing and Yahoo!, which have their own comparison shopping features. Thus, the factual context of Google Search is even less likely to require the imposition of a duty to deal than the specific factual context of Bronner.

It has been argued that there are two prongs to the test of indispensability in Bronner. Petit believes that these are the “substitutability prong” and the “replicability prong.” The former relates to whether there are any alternatives to the service to which access is sought, whereas the latter relates to whether it is economically viable to create an alternative service. A further argument is that subsequent case law has focused more on the replicability prong rather than the substitutability prong, which occupies a “marginal role in the assessment.” This argument is used to suggest that in the context of Google Search, even if the substitutability test could be satisfied due to availability of alternative routes

---

70. O’DONOGHUE & PADILLA, supra note 55, at 530.
72. Id.
73. Wagner-von Papp, supra note 16, at 642.
75. Id. ¶ 42.
76. Id.
78. Id. at 12.
79. Id. at 13. Petit also suggests that the Commission’s Guidance similarly “confirms the predominance of the replicability prong in the indispensability test.” Id. However, the cited footnote in support of this argument is limited to an explanation of what replicability means without any indication that this is the more important aspect of indispensability. In fact, in the very same paragraph, the Commission states that “an input is indispensable where there is no actual or potential substitute on which competitors in the downstream market could rely . . . .” Id.; Commission Guidance No. 2009/C 45/02 (Art. 82), 2009 O.J. (C 45) 7, ¶ 83. Thus, it is clear that also for the Commission the key to whether the input is indispensable is substitutability.
to the market for comparison shopping sites, it also has to be established that it would be “economically viable” for another undertaking to replicate Google’s search engine. This Author respectfully disagrees with the argument that there are two separate prongs to indispensability and that later case law has emphasised the replicability prong of Bronner’s test. For a start, linguistically, the CoJ does not seem to have introduced separate elements to the issue of whether a service is indispensable; the Court has explicitly suggested that substitutability is what indispensability means in stating that “the service in itself [is] indispensable to carrying on that person’s business, inasmuch as there is no actual or potential substitute in existence . . . .” The use of the words “inasmuch as” suggests that the second part of the statement explains what the first part of the statement means. According to the Court, indispensability is about whether or not there are actual or potential substitutes to the service to which access is sought to carry on the business for which access is sought. The rest of the judgment does not introduce a “replicability prong” to the test of indispensability; it simply explains what might be “potential” substitutes as opposed to “actual” substitutes. After noting that “other methods” of distribution “exist and are used” (i.e., there are actual substitutes), the Court states that moreover, there are not any technical, legal or economic obstacles that would prevent the creation of alternative schemes (i.e., there are potential substitutes). The rest of the relevant parts of the judgment explain that this understanding of potential substitutes is based on economic viability of creating these for an undertaking that has similar scale to the one refusing access and not one that has similar scale to the one seeking access. This explanation of how to establish the existence of potential substitutes cannot be interpreted to suggest that the replicability of the service is a separate prong to the substitutability prong of “indispensability”; the entire test of “indispensability” in Bronner is based on the concept of substitutability alone. Regarding Google Search, as there are actual, existing substitutes to Google, a further investigation into “replicability” is neither legally required nor meaningful.

The case law subsequent to Bronner has not emphasized “replicability” over “substitutability” as a separate and more important aspect of indispensability either. In European Night Services, one of the subsequent
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cases cited in this respect, the General Court (GC) held that a facility cannot be considered necessary or essential unless there is no real or potential substitute. The reference in European Night Services to the prohibitive cost of reproducing the facility is again an explanation of what might constitute “viable alternatives available to potential competitors” in terms of explaining “substitutability.” Microsoft and IMS Health are the two other cases cited in support of “replicability” being more important than “substitutability.” The argument is that in Microsoft the GC ruled that the key question in the indispensability test was the “economic viability” of rival companies. However, in Microsoft the cited reference to “economic viability” appears to have been made not in the context of the economic viability of replicating the product/service to which access is sought, but the economic viability of rivals as businesses if the sought access is not provided. These are two different issues and Bronner already noted that “indispensability” related to the indispensability of the access “to carry on that person’s [i.e. the person seeking access] business.” In fact, there was no factual point about replicability in Microsoft since the refusal to deal aspect of the case concerned disclosure of interoperability information which the rivals on the work group server operating systems market needed and replicability of client PC operating systems (i.e., the market over which Microsoft was dominant) was never an issue in the case. The question was whether there were alternatives (i.e., substitutes) to Microsoft’s disclosure of information that would have enabled the rivals to remain economically viable on the server market. Thus, Microsoft does not appear to have emphasised the replicability of the service over the substitutability of the service, not least because the factual issue related to substitutability. Similarly, in IMS Health, “indispensability” again seems to have been expressed only in terms of the existence of substitutes (actual or potential) rather than through a distinction between substitutability and replicability of the service to which access is sought. Furthermore, in a factual scenario as in Google Search, where there are already actual substitutes to the service to which access is sought, logically, there would be no need to consider
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whether the service could be replicated since the existence of actual alternatives makes that inquiry into potential alternatives redundant. 

Regarding the abuse of refusal to supply and the application of the case law to the facts of Google Search, a key issue is indeed the indispensability of the input that Google allegedly provides to websites such as comparison shopping sites. It has been noted that vertical foreclosure and the consequent duty to be imposed to assist rivals may only be justified when the dominant undertaking controls an indispensable input that cannot be replicated. In terms of indispensability of Google Search or a certain type or position of display on the general result pages for comparison shopping sites, some commentators have suggested that it is possible to conceive Google Search as an indispensable distribution tool, a “sort of essential facility” to which competing specialist search engines and websites should have access. They note that Google’s search engine has a cost structure that resembles that of natural monopolies (important fixed costs and low marginal costs), making it theoretically possible for a plaintiff to prove that creating a search engine is not a realistic potential alternative and that access to the existing system is therefore indispensable in the sense of Bronner. However, the same commentators also remark that such evidence will be particularly difficult to produce, and requires concrete empirical analysis. Moreover, the theory of the search engine being a natural monopoly and providing an indispensable output without substitutes is directly challenged by the existence of competitors of Google providing search engines such as Bing, Yahoo!, DuckDuckGo, and some local competitors such as Yandex, etc.

For some, such as the German Monopolies Commission, it is doubtful whether search engines meet the legal prerequisites of an “essential facility.” Arguably, regardless of its market share, a single search engine is unlikely to constitute an essential facility if there are alternative search engines making it possible to find websites. Content which does not appear at the top of the search results remains accessible for Internet users, as a matter of principle, via other channels; this suggests that a search engine is neither an essential facility nor a gatekeeper. Even if network effects were a relevant consideration due to, for example, enabling Google to offer the best services among search engines as a result of performing the largest number of search queries, Google is still subject to competitive pressure from other search engines. The latter would immediately exploit any shortcomings of Google in order to attract users and
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reduce the degree to which they lag behind Google.\textsuperscript{110} User behaviour also suggests that individual search engines do not act as gatekeepers of the Internet, since well-known websites (in Germany) with a large share of Internet traffic do not rely on search engines as they are navigated to directly.\textsuperscript{111}

Other commentators argue that even if one assumed that Google simply refused to list the competitor’s business in the organic search results, considering a potential vertical foreclosure theory, the only impact that Google’s conduct would have on the unaffiliated competitor would be to deprive it of a particular source of free promotion.\textsuperscript{112} There is no need to consider the antitrust implications of Google’s organic results being the only mechanism by which competitors in the vertical-search relevant market could promote their businesses, because that is counterfactual.\textsuperscript{113} Thus, while the assumed refusal to deal by Google may hurt the excluded competitor, it is difficult to conceive how the assumed refusal to deal would harm the unaffiliated competitor’s ability to compete or harm competition in the assumed vertical search-relevant market.\textsuperscript{114}

All in all, neither the provision of free traffic by Google nor certain display conditions relating to the general result pages can be deemed to be indispensable for operating a website, such as a comparison shopping site, given the alternatives available for both potential inputs.

b. Refusal to Provide Access to Intangible Property Including Property Protected by IP Rights

In addition to cases concerning refusal to provide (access to) physical property, there are also cases that have concerned a dominant undertaking’s refusal to provide access to intangible property, including property that is protected by IP rights. Given that the input in question in Google Search does not concern physical property, this line of case law is more relevant to the application of a refusal to deal theory in Google Search.

An early case concerning access to intangible property is *Télémarketing*, where the CoJ found that the ruling in *Commercial Solvents* also applies to an undertaking holding a dominant position on the market in a service which is indispensable for the activities of another undertaking on another market.\textsuperscript{115} This case concerned the TV broadcaster holding a legal monopoly in Luxembourg for running the RTL TV station refusing to sell CBEM (a telemarketing company) television time on RTL for telephone marketing operations using a telephone number other than that of RTL’s exclusive agent for TV advertising.\textsuperscript{116} The Court held that if telemarketing activities constitute
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a separate market from that of television advertising and the telemarketing activities mainly consist in making available to advertisers the telephone lines and telephonists of the telemarketing undertaking, to subject the sale of broadcasting time to the condition that the telephone lines of an advertising agent belonging to the same group as the TV station should be used amounts in practice to a refusal to supply the services of that station to any other telemarketing undertaking.\textsuperscript{117} If that refusal is not justified by technical or commercial requirements relating to the nature of the television, but it is intended to reserve to the agent any telemarketing operation broadcast by the station, with the possibility of eliminating all competition from another undertaking, such conduct amounts to an abuse under Article 102TFEU, provided that the other conditions of that provision are satisfied.\textsuperscript{118} Thus, the Court held that it is an abuse where, without any objective necessity, an undertaking dominant on a particular market reserves to itself or to an affiliated undertaking an ancillary activity which might be carried out by another undertaking as part of its activities in a neighbouring but separate market, with the possibility of eliminating all competition from such undertaking.\textsuperscript{119}

Applying the findings of \textit{Télémarketing} to Google Search reveals that the facts are too different to make the conduct in Google Search abusive under \textit{Télémarketing}. Other than it being questionable whether comparison shopping constitutes a separate market in itself, the dispute in \textit{Télémarketing} ultimately involved contractual tying (in the manner of a constructive refusal to supply) since RTL tied the supply of advertising time on TV to the condition that the TV company’s own telemarketing agency was used.\textsuperscript{120} In Google Search there is no such (contractual) tying (i.e., there is no supplementary obligation imposed on comparison shopping sites for their websites to be displayed in Google’s general result pages). There is also no legal (or factual) monopoly, unlike \textit{Télémarketing}. More importantly, the ratio of the case is not applicable to the facts in Google Search since that ratio involves an undertaking holding a monopoly on the market in a service which is indispensable for the activities of another undertaking on another market reserving to itself an ancillary activity with the possibility of eliminating all competition from another undertaking which could carry out that activity without objective necessity and without technical or commercial justifications.\textsuperscript{121} As noted above, Google’s search engine cannot be deemed indispensable to provide comparison shopping services, since a website providing such services can technically and commercially be started and operated with no input from Google or its search engine.\textsuperscript{122} Similarly, Google could not reserve to itself the ancillary activity of comparison shopping since technically—unlike in \textit{Télémarketing}—it cannot stop any users from visiting the comparison shopping sites just like it cannot
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prevent any other website from entering the alleged comparison shopping market. The fact that (free) traffic from Google Search might make a given site more profitable cannot in itself imply that Google Search is indispensable to operate that site, with the implication that if Google does not provide such traffic, it would mean that it reserves to itself that separate activity. In other words, mere advantage to the competitor is not enough. Furthermore, objective necessity as well as technical or commercial justifications have been provided by the CoJ as grounds which would render the conduct legitimate. In Google Search, the technical and commercial nature of the services of a search engine involves the ranking of search results on the basis of relevance as determined by the search engine’s algorithm. This suggests that if certain websites do not appear in certain rankings which are occupied instead by other websites in the general result pages because they are more relevant to a query, this in itself can constitute a justification, even a necessity since it is necessary to rank results and there can only be one link to one website displayed in a given ranking in the results.

The case law on refusal to supply also involves cases dealing with refusal to supply access to intangible property/services that are protected by IP rights. A number of commentators have suggested that Google Search is not an IP-related case. For some authors, this means that these cases are irrelevant, whereas for others, all cases involving refusal to deal should be subject to the higher intervention threshold established in cases concerning IP-related cases since the rationale that justifies the threshold to be high is similarly applicable to all types of property. This Author posits that Google Search is not necessarily a case outside the realm of the case law concerning refusal to deal in IP-protected property/services, for the following reasons.

Despite the fact that neither the complainants nor the Commission are seeking the disclosure of Google’s algorithm in Google Search, the case can still be deemed to fall within the scope of the refusal to deal case law concerning IP rights. This is because although in Google Search the remedy sought may not be the compulsory disclosure or licensing of a product/service protected by IP rights, the alleged abuse and the remedy sought concern the conditions of access to a product/service aspects of which are protected by IP rights. This is
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because the claim is that Google diverts traffic in its general search results from comparison shopping sites to its own comparison shopping service. This diversion allegedly occurs through the use of Google’s algorithm since the results displayed are generated by the algorithm. Certain aspects of Google’s algorithm are patent-protected and some have suggested that the entire algorithm itself may be patent-protected as a process. Moreover, the algorithm may be copyright-protected as a computer program. Furthermore, the remedy sought concerns conditions of rivals’ access to Google’s general search result pages regarding display, ranking, etc. These pages are again the outcome of the application by Google of its algorithm to a given query. A comparison with Microsoft further reveals the relevance of the case law concerning IP-related refusals to deal for Google Search.

In Microsoft, the access sought never concerned the compulsory disclosure of the source code for the Windows Operating System (OS), but the case was still dealt with as a case concerning IP rights. By analogy, the algorithm of Google Search can be deemed to be the equivalent of the code for Windows OS. In Microsoft, the abusive refusal to deal concerned the refusal to provide interoperability information by Microsoft (which held a virtual monopoly in the market for client PC operating systems) to its rivals on the separate market for work group operating systems. Consequently, if in Microsoft the interface information that enabled interoperability between Microsoft’s operating system and competitors’ operating systems was deemed to be protected by copyright, it is at least arguable that the results of the application of Google’s algorithm to a query—which have been held to be an “opinion” protected by the First Amendment by some U.S. courts—may similarly be protected by IP rights (e.g., copyright).
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Search, then similar to Microsoft, the Commission and EU Courts would have to treat the case as one involving IP rights since this would be the most favourable interpretation to Google. In Microsoft it was indeed questionable whether the interface information was copyright protected, but it was assumed that it was and the Commission and the GC both took their decisions accordingly, because this interpretation was more favourable to Microsoft than the alternative. Thus, it is not necessary for the remedy sought to be the disclosure of the algorithm for Google Search to be treated as a case concerning IP rights. Therefore, one can argue that the applicable refusal to deal case law in Google Search is that concerning refusal to provide access to IP-protected products/services, with its higher threshold for intervention. This Article will now consider this line of case law.

Across various cases, the EU Courts have established the conditions under which refusals to supply IP-protected products/services may be abusive. This jurisprudence first suggests that only in “exceptional circumstances” could the exercise of an exclusive right (e.g., the exercise of using Google’s algorithm) involve abusive conduct. In IMS Health, the CoJ clarified that, for the refusal by an undertaking which owns an IP right to give access to a product or a service indispensable for carrying on a particular business to be treated as abusive, three cumulative conditions must be satisfied: (i) that refusal prevents the emergence of a new product for which there is a potential consumer demand; (ii) the refusal is unjustified, and; (iii) the refusal excludes any competition on a secondary market. Regarding condition (i), the CoJ held that where the product/service to which access is sought is indispensable to operate on a separate market, the refusal to provide that access may only be abusive if the undertaking requesting access does not intend to limit itself essentially to duplicating the products/services already offered on the secondary market by the owner of the IP right, but intends to produce new products/services not offered by the owner of the right and for which there is a potential consumer demand. Regarding condition (iii), in Microsoft, the GC held that this meant not the elimination of all competition, but the elimination of all effective competition. This has been systematically or methodically and individually accessible by electronic or other means); see TANYA APLIN & JENNIFER DAVIS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW: TEXT, CASES, AND MATERIALS 242 (2d ed. 2013) (arguing that Google’s index constitutes a database and a given search result is a subset of that database; whilst copyright protects the selection or arrangement of the contents in a database, the sui generis right for databases protects the contents of the database as a whole); see generally James Grimmelmann, The Structure of Search Engine Law, 93 IOWA L. REV. 50, 59 (2007) (explaining how search results themselves may be protected by copyright since the results of a search are generated by the algorithm through a mechanical process, because subjectivity enters the algorithm when it is programmed, and what emerges at the end are the subjective judgments made by Google programmers about a webpage and quality).
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suggested to be a response to earlier developments of the case law which had inhibited the applicability of the essential facilities doctrine since the requirement of eliminating all competition is a more demanding one than the requirement of eliminating effective competition.\footnote{146} Although the substance of this interpretation may be correct on the basis of the wording of the judgment in \textit{Microsoft}, it is noteworthy that \textit{Microsoft} is a judgment of the GC whilst the cases stipulating the requirement to be that of eliminating all competition involve judgments of the CoJ.\footnote{147} Thus, had the \textit{Microsoft} judgment been appealed, the CoJ may have had an issue with the GC’s interpretation; without a recent judgment of the CoJ after \textit{Microsoft} the law on this requirement ultimately remains debatable. It is also noteworthy that the GC in \textit{Microsoft} does not use “essential facilities” terminology.\footnote{148} Moreover, it is argued that in \textit{Microsoft}, the GC appeared to suggest that the criteria in \textit{Magill} and \textit{IMS Health} were satisfied anyway since the non-disclosure of interoperability information was likely to prevent new and innovative products from emerging and to eliminate effective competition.\footnote{149} In \textit{Microsoft}, the GC also provided an interpretation of the requirement that the refusal to deal prevents the emergence of a new product as stipulated in \textit{Magill} and \textit{IMS Health} that goes beyond the stipulations of the CoJ in these cases.\footnote{150} The GC in \textit{Microsoft} held that this could not be the only parameter which determines whether the refusal is capable of prejudicing the interests of consumers since that can also be the case where the refusal limits technical development.\footnote{151} Again, this finding has not been challenged before the CoJ and in any case does acknowledge that the relevant criterion is whether or not there is damage to the interests of consumers.\footnote{152}

One commentator argued that to prove that Google is abusing its position due to a refusal to supply, it would need to prove that: (i) achieving a certain ranking and/or being displayed in a certain way in Google Search is indispensable to compete effectively; (ii) Google lowers the ranking of competitors in searches or manipulates the way in which they are displayed in search results to their detriment, in a way that cannot be justified as being responsive to users” queries; (iii) as a result of the conduct, all effective competition in specialist (vertical) searches is likely to be eliminated; (iv) users are consequently harmed in that the quality of search results and users” experience are materially worse than it would otherwise be the case.\footnote{153} To this list of conditions, this Author would add that if the conduct in \textit{Google Search} is to be treated as a refusal to supply, then the Commission would also have to prove that this refusal prevents the emergence of a new product/service for which there is potential consumer demand and the rivals seeking access do not intend to limit themselves essentially to duplicating the products/services
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already offered on the secondary market by the dominant undertaking. In Google Search this would require proving that the comparison shopping sites seeking certain display and access conditions concerning Google’s search result pages are intending to provide new services (e.g., new websites, websites with new features, etc.) for which there is potential consumer demand and that are not already provided by the dominant undertaking. It is highly debatable whether this can be satisfied on the facts in Google Search, particularly in the presence of merchant platforms such as Amazon that already offer arguably more convenient and attractive alternatives to consumers for product search. In this context, it is also noteworthy that the Commission in its Guidance on Enforcement Priorities has expanded the use of the criterion whether the refusal prevents the emergence of a new product or service for which there is potential consumer demand to all cases of refusal to supply as part of the assessment of whether the refusal causes consumer harm. Therefore, even if it were held that Google Search does not involve any IP rights, this condition still remains an important part of the assessment of abuse, at least according to the Commission’s own expressions of its approach to Article 102TFEU. As the facts in Google Search are unlikely to support the finding of an indispensable input which the rivals are seeking to introduce a new product/service for which there is potential consumer demand, the abuse of refusal to supply cannot be established under the existing case law.

c. Estoppel Abuse

Some commentators have discussed the possibility of there being an “estoppel abuse” in the context of the dealings of a dominant undertaking with others. The suggestion is that in cases where the dominant undertaking does not have a duty to deal, it is not sensible to argue that there should nevertheless be certain terms of supply or that the terms of supply can be abusive. However, one could still suggest, so the argument goes, that once the dominant undertaking has unilaterally chosen to supply, it must supply on terms that would make it at least possible to compete. This is based on the idea of estoppel since the premise is that the customer will have taken certain commercial decisions relying on the existing offer of supply and such reliance should be protected. This approach has been interpreted as a possible reading of TeliaSonera which, according to some, has vacated the requirements of the case law on refusal to deal (including indispensability or the essential nature of the facility to which
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access is sought). However, with respect, it is difficult to understand how TeliaSonera might be relevant for the interpretation of indispensability in the context of refusal to deal, if this is what is being suggested by commentators. Whatever the merits of the judgment in TeliaSonera, the Court’s findings relate to a margin-squeeze abuse and not a refusal to supply. The only relevance of refusal to deal for TeliaSonera is the Court’s finding that for margin squeeze to be abusive, it is not necessary that the dominant undertaking has a duty to supply the product/service (the price of which leads to squeezing the margins of the downstream competitors) in the first place. In other words, margin squeeze “may, in itself, constitute an independent form of abuse distinct from that of refusal to supply.” It follows that if a duty to supply the product/service in question is not necessary for the relevant prices to constitute abusive margin squeeze, argumentum a fortiori it is not relevant whether the input sought is indispensable or essential since this is only a relevant concern if the abuse is that of refusal to deal. This does not imply that indispensability of the input is no longer necessary for cases concerning refusal to supply since a judgment that explicitly states that the case is not about refusal to deal cannot be interpreted to have changed the conditions established in the case law concerning refusal to deal. The judgment in TeliaSonera that margin squeeze is an abuse independent of refusal to supply is a reflection of the interpretation that margin squeeze is an abuse that falls under Article 102(a)TFEU, which explicitly prohibits the imposition of unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions. This Author is not aware of any interpretation of Article 102(a)TFEU that suggested that before a price could be deemed unfair for being, for example, excessive, or before a contract clause could be “unfair,” it has to be established that the dominant undertaking had a duty to supply the product/service or a duty to enter into a contract in the first place. Article 102(a)TFEU occupies itself with the terms and conditions of the dealings of a dominant undertaking with its customers and suppliers as an exploitative abuse
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irrespective of whether there is a duty to enter into a contract on the part of the dominant undertaking.\footnote{165} TeliaSonera simply explains that this is the case also for margin squeeze without any implications for the requirements of refusal to deal as a separate abuse from margin squeeze.\footnote{166}

Regarding Google Search, adopting such an approach of “estoppel” abuse would imply that Google could never innovate and improve its service to users, namely the provision of relevant results for a search query. If a given website appears on Google’s general result pages at a given ranking in response to a given query and this creates reliance on the part of that website (e.g., reliance that there will be a certain amount of traffic to that website, etc.), then Google would be bound to display the same set of results in response to the same query indefinitely. This clearly goes against the business model of a search engine which regularly updates its algorithm to provide better results to users, and would be a huge impediment to innovation that would ultimately constitute a detriment to consumers. Establishing a duty on the part of Google to supply a service to certain websites could open up the possibility of creating such an estoppel abuse, which would bring to a halt any innovation that could increase choice and any improvement in existing technologies for the sake of protecting the interests of certain undertakings. It should, therefore, be avoided.

d. Objective Justification

An objective justification provided by a dominant undertaking for an allegedly abusive conduct can prevent the finding of an infringement under Article 102TFEU.\footnote{167} Such objective justification can take the form of proving that the dominant undertaking’s conduct is either objectively necessary or is justified due to the efficiencies that it produces which counterbalance or outweigh any anticompetitive effects and also benefit consumers.\footnote{168} Although commentators have argued that any such justifications should be taken into account by the Commission before a finding of abuse is made (rather than constitute a “defence”), currently, the burden to prove an objective justification by providing all the necessary evidence is on the dominant undertaking.\footnote{169}

\footnotetext[165]{Thus, margin squeeze should be both exploitative and exclusionary for it to be considered abusive. See Akman, supra note 27, at 307–16 (arguing that for exploitation to be prohibited under Article 102TFEU it should also be the case that the exploitation leads to the exclusion of an as efficient undertaking since otherwise, it is unclear what the harm to competition is from pure exploitation of customers).}


\footnotetext[169]{See, e.g., Post Danmark I, 2012 EUR-Lex CELEX LEXIS 172, ¶ 42 (Mar. 27, 2012); see Guidance, supra note 31, ¶ 36. In the context of enforcement at EU level, the Commission would make the ultimate assessment of whether the conduct is not objectively necessary or whether the anticompetitive effects outweigh any efficiencies. See, e.g., Pinar Akman, Searching for the Long-Lost Soul of Article 82EC, 29 Oxford J. Legal Stud. 267, 288–89 (2009) (arguing that any efficiencies and other justifications should be taken into consideration before a finding of abuse is made); Denis Waelbroeck, The Assessment of Efficiencies under...}
Consequently, it is for the dominant undertaking to show that the efficiency gains likely to result from the conduct under consideration counteract any likely negative effects on competition and consumer welfare in the affected markets, that those gains have been, or are likely to be, brought about as a result of that conduct, that such conduct is necessary for the achievement of those gains in efficiency and that it does not eliminate effective competition, by removing all or most existing sources of actual or potential competition.

As with all categories of abuse, even if there was a refusal to deal with competitors in Google Search, a defence of objective justification would still be available. In fact, in IMS Health the CoJ held that the finding of refusal not being justified is one of the cumulative conditions that has to be satisfied before the refusal can be found abusive in the first place. In Google Search, it is in the nature of the search engine business model to list results and to rank them applying a particular algorithm. Thus, one can argue that if certain websites are not displayed or ranked in certain ways as a result of the application of Google’s algorithm, then provided that, for example, there is no arbitrary non-inclusion on the web index or deletion of a website from the index where inclusion was technically possible and customary, the business model itself justifies the fact that not every site is displayed equally in the results, since this is neither technically possible nor desirable. Consequently, the conduct can satisfy both the requirement of being objectively necessary and also generating efficiencies due to the nature of the business model of a search engine. In fact, the FTC has found that Google’s “prominent display of its own vertical search results” had the primary goal of quickly answering and better satisfying
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170. Post Danmark I, 2012 EUR-Lex CELEX LEXIS 172, ¶ 42 (Mar. 27, 2012); see Pinar Akman, The European Commission’s Guidance on Article 102TFEU: From Inferno to Paradiso?, 73 MODERN L. REV. 605, 621 (2010); see also Commission Guidance, supra note 31, ¶ 30. This Author has previously argued that this position of the EU Courts and the Commission essentially involves a reversal of the burden of proving abuse in cases where the Commission has not proven harm to consumers/consumer welfare as it requires the dominant undertaking to rebut a position that the Commission has not established (i.e., the existence of harm to consumers/consumer welfare, which is not necessary for a finding of abuse by the Commission) in the process of trying to establish that efficiencies are a valid justification because they benefit consumers.


173. Monopolies Comm’n, supra note 107, at 61.

users’ search queries by providing directly relevant information. According to the FTC, the evidence that it examined is largely consistent with the conclusion that Google likely benefitted consumers by prominently displaying its specialist (vertical) content. This is supported by evidence on FTC’s file that Google would typically test, monitor, and carefully consider the effect of introducing its specialist (vertical) content on the quality of its general search results and demote its own content to a less prominent location when a higher ranking adversely affected the user experience. The German Monopolies Commission appears to share the same view as the FTC. For it, the inclusion of specialised services in the results of a horizontal search constitutes a refining of the search platform and is therefore a product innovation, not least because many search queries cannot be sensibly answered until other services are incorporated in this way. The search platform’s additional functions not only make it more attractive to users, it also offers users added value if relevant content is shown directly, allowing the user to avoid inconvenient further searches on other websites.

Finally, the conduct does not eliminate effective competition either. Merchant platform sites like Amazon, retailer sites, and the sites of retailers which carry the product in a given product search as well as comparison shopping sites appear in the organic results on Google Search, in addition to relevant sponsored links from any sites which have purchased advertisements to display in the space on the result page in response to a search for that item. All of these sites are also accessible by navigating to their websites without the need to conduct a search for them on Google, which is an additional factor that supports the finding that effective competition is not eliminated.

B. Discrimination

Discrimination is the second type of abuse that might underlie the Commission’s theory of harm in Google Search. The Commission’s allegations of “self-preferencing” or “self-favouring” suggest an argument that Google abuses its alleged dominant position by engaging in discriminatory conduct. Implicit in the Commission’s statements is an argument that Google treats its own comparison shopping service more favourably and thus differently in comparison to how it treats rival comparison shopping services regarding display of results and application of penalties, and this can be remedied by the
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equal treatment of Google Shopping and rival comparison shopping sites by Google.\(^\text{182}\)

According to Article 102(c)TFEU, abuse may consist in “applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage.”\(^\text{183}\) Discrimination requires—by definition—there to be (at least) two distinct transactions that are treated dissimilarly (similarly) albeit being equivalent (non-equivalent).\(^\text{184}\) Although the list of practices in Article 102TFEU is not exhaustive and the CoJ has in the past, in the context of tying, applied Article 102(d)TFEU to a situation which was clearly excluded by the wording of that provision on the basis of the list not being exhaustive, where the practice in question is one of the practices listed in Article 102TFEU itself, the normal practice for the EU Courts and the Commission would be to base their interpretation of that particular prohibition on the provision itself.\(^\text{185}\) If the alleged abuse is discrimination, then not complying with the conditions found in Article 102(c)TFEU that stipulate when discrimination can be abusive, would potentially breach the principle of legal certainty, a fundamental principle of EU law.\(^\text{186}\) For this reason, one must examine the conditions found in Article 102(c)TFEU to assess whether the
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184. For discrimination covering the treatment of non-equivalent transactions similarly, see Case 13/63, Italy v. Comm'n, 1963 E.C.R. 165, ¶ 6.
185. See Pinar Akman, Article 82 Reformed? The EC Discussion Paper on Exclusionary Abuses, J. BUS. L. 816 (Dec. 2006) (arguing that where the practice in question is explicitly prohibited as an abuse in Article 102TFEU, the Commission and the EU Courts should base their interpretation of that particular abuse on the wording of the prohibition itself). See C-333/94 P, Tetra Pak International SA v. Comm'n, 1996 E.C.R. I-5951, ¶ 37 (stating that the relevant case in question where the CoJ failed to do so is Tetra Pak II where the Court found that Article 102(d)TFEU can be infringed by an act of tying even if there are natural or commercial links between the tying and the tied product despite the clear wording of Article 102(d)TFEU to the contrary).
186. See, e.g., Case C-94/05, Emsland-Staerke GmbH v. Landwirtschaftskammer Hannover, 2006 E.C.R. I-2619, ¶ 43 (and the cases cited therein on legal certainty being a fundamental principle of EU law); Case C-201/08, Plantanol GmbH & Co KG v. Hauptzollamt Darmstadt, 2009 E.C.R. I-08343, ¶ 46; see Case 348/85, Kingdom of Denmark v. Comm'n, 1987 E.C.R. 5225, ¶ 19 (explaining that legal certainty is a fundamental principle of EU law). Moreover, the list of practices in Article 102TFEU would lose all meaning as examples of abusive practices if they are not even applicable as stipulated in cases where the conduct in question is listed in the provision in terms of the requirements for it to be abusive. Such an interpretation would render superfluous the explicit statutory language (i.e., render it “mere surplusage”) and is difficult to defend even under a teleological approach since concerning discrimination, like the other examples in Article 102(2)TFEU, the drafters of the Treaty have expressly indicated the requirements and scope of the operation of that prohibition, meaning that there is no gap to which the Court/Commission could extend the application of Article 102TFEU using a teleological approach. The EU Courts usually favour the teleological method of interpreting the Treaty rules. David J. Gerber, The Transformation of European Community Competition Law?, 35 HARV. INT'L L. J. 97, 109, 116–17 (1994). The teleological approach enables the court to extend the statutory provisions to situations that were not contemplated at the time of enactment, thereby ensuring the code’s application to changing social and economic conditions. Gerard Carney, Comparative Approaches to Statutory Interpretation in Civil Law and Common Law Jurisdictions, 36 STATUTE L. REV. 48, 52 (2015). The rule against “mere surplusage” is a canon of interpretation in common law meaning that a statute should not be interpreted in a way that will render a word superfluous. See, e.g., Astoria Fed Sav. & Loan Ass’n v. Solimino, 501 U.S. 104, 112 (1991) (explaining if the alleged abuse is that of discrimination, then the conditions found in Article 102(c)TFEU should be satisfied before a finding of an infringement can be made and the Commission should not be able to use the non-exhaustive nature of the list of practices to justify finding abusive a practice of discrimination that does not fit the requirements of Article 102(c)TFEU).
conduct under investigation in Google Search satisfies them. Thus, the rest of this Subsection will examine the constituent elements of Article 102(c)TFEU, namely, the existence of transactions with other trading parties \((i)\); the requirement of competitive disadvantage \((ii)\); applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions \((iii)\); the relevance of a downstream/upstream market and vertical integration for a finding of abusive discrimination \((iv)\); and, objective justification and lack of an exclusionary effect as potential factors that would prevent discriminatory conduct from being abusive \((v)\).

1. **Transactions with Other Trading Parties**

The first question concerning the applicability of Article 102(c)TFEU in Google Search is whether there are such “transactions with other trading parties” that would place the conduct in question within the scope of Article 102(c)TFEU. There are two sub-issues within this question. The first is whether the use of the term “other trading parties” excludes a finding of abusive discrimination where the discrimination occurs between the dominant undertaking itself and a trading party. The second is the significance of the concept of “trading parties.”

Regarding the first sub-issue, given that Article 102(c)TFEU explicitly requires discrimination to put “other trading parties” at a “competitive disadvantage” as a result of applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions “with other trading parties,” it appears difficult to argue that the prohibition can be applied to discrimination between one’s self and others. Indeed, in the context of Google Search it has been remarked that for Google’s conduct to be abusive, it is necessary to identify a legal rule which imposes on a dominant undertaking a duty to treat its rivals on non-discriminatory terms. Such a rule arguably cannot be derived from the general prohibition of discrimination under Article 102(c)TFEU because that provision prohibits discrimination vis-à-vis “other trading parties” meaning that the discrimination must occur between parties other than the dominant undertaking itself. The second, perhaps more critical, sub-issue is the necessity of there being “transactions” with “trading parties” subjected to discrimination before such conduct can be abusive. In the context of Google Search, this is significant because Google is a two-sided business, but it is not a three-sided business. The argument put forward is that the websites that would like to appear in Google’s search results are not trading partners of Google because Google seeks
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to attract users, not websites. In fact, even this categorisation of Google’s business may be a simplification: a German court found that Google only has a trading relationship with the advertisers and does not have such a relationship even with the users of Google Search. The suggestion that the comparison shopping sites are Google’s trading parties with whom Google has a transactional relationship—which is a necessary requirement for the application of Article 102(c)TFEU—raises two questions the answers to which reveal that there is unlikely to be any such transactional relationship.

The first question is what these sites provide to Google and what Google provides in return that could create a transactional relationship between these sites and Google as trading parties. Without a contract by which these sites may advertise on Google Search in return for a fee, what Google provides to these sites appears to be free display of the sites on its general organic result pages which can lead to traffic to these websites. As for what the websites provide to Google in return for the free display, which could lead to the creation of a trading/business relationship, the answer appears to be nil. This explains why a German court noted that (specialist) websites which appear in search results “free ride” on Google’s search engine services and seek (and receive) free promotion of their sites by Google. Regarding Google Search, there are legally no “transactions” between Google and comparison shopping sites and the latter sites are not Google’s trading parties because there is no trade between them. Admittedly, in BidKEP the Commission rejected the view that “trading partners” should be construed narrowly as “contracting parties.” However, it did so by noting that “[m]ere business contacts between the dominant undertaking and its “trading partners” are generally considered to be sufficient.” This decision has not been appealed, and therefore, whether the EU Courts would accept such a broad understanding of “transactions with trading parties” is unknown. Moreover, the Commission’s characterisation still requires there to be at least “business contacts” between the dominant undertaking and the allegedly discriminated-against-trading-parties, which suggests that there should at least be the provision of a service by the dominant undertaking to those parties and some sort of return for its provision. This is not the case in Google Search as Google does not provide a service to comparison shopping sites or any other sites that (wish to) appear, without payment, on the general result pages in response to a search conducted on the search engine. This is not because Google is in such an unusual, novel type of business that Article 102(c)TFEU as stipulated would fail to cover any aspect of Google’s business. Similar to traditional businesses, Google does have “trading
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parties”: the advertisers which enter into a commercial relationship with Google and pay to advertise on Google’s search result pages.

The second question regarding the suggestion that Google provides a service that would render the websites that (might) appear on the general result pages Google’s trading parties is that of what the terms and conditions of the provision of that service are. Notably, Google does not make any legally relevant promises to any of the websites the links to which might appear on the general result pages: the only set of terms and conditions that Google appears to use are those directed to the users of its various services. The fact that Google’s (and other search engine’s) web crawlers index the millions of websites on the Internet does not create a “business contact” that could be interpreted as a trading relationship between Google (or other search engine operators) and the potentially infinite number of websites on the Internet. A web crawler crawling a website is similar to a user visiting a website and neither of these actions can in itself create “business contact” or a “transactional relationship” between “trading parties” as required by Article 102(c)TFEU. One could ask whether allowing the crawlers to visit a website in question could constitute the subject matter of what a website provides (i.e., consideration in common law jurisdictions) in return for Google being able to display the information about that website on search result pages. This, again, is unlikely to be a correct legal characterisation of the situation because the websites and the information contained therein which the crawlers gather are publicly and freely available. Consequently, it is difficult to argue that the act of visiting a website in itself creates a transactional/trading-party relationship between a given visitor and the website. Holding otherwise would amount to arguing that every time a potential customer enters a shop on the street, they enter into a transactional/trading-party relationship with that shop even if they are only browsing. This interpretation is clearly commercially unrealistic and legally
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202. Web crawlers are a type of software that discover the publicly available webpages on the Internet, follow the links on these pages and bring the data back to Google so that Google can index the information about words and their locations. See *Crawling and Indexing*, GOOGLE, http://www.google.co.uk/inside_search/howsearchworks/crawling-indexing.html (last visited Oct. 14, 2017) (stating that once a user conducts a query on Google, the algorithms look up the search terms of the query in the index to find appropriate pages).

203. In common law, for a promise to be legally binding as a contract, the promise has to be supported by consideration (unless it is made in a deed). Consideration is traditionally defined as either some right, interest, profit or benefit accruing to one party, or some forbearance, detriment, loss or responsibility given, suffered or undertaken by the other. *Currie v. Misa* (1875) LR 10 Ex 153. Moreover, consideration must be at the request of the other party. London Borough of Southwark LBC v. Logan (1997) 29 HLR 40, 45. Furthermore, consideration would not be valid where the act or forbearance would have been accomplished by the promisee anyway (i.e. even if the promise had not been made). See Edwin Peel, *TREITEL’S LAW OF CONTRACT* 86 (13th ed. 2011). Some civil law jurisdictions also have concepts similar to consideration such as “cause” that would be required for a promise to be legally binding as a contract. Halson, *supra* note 157, at 161, n. 5. In the context of Google Search neither Google nor any given website provides a service to the other at the request of one another or in return for one another’s provision of a service. Similarly, if it is held that Google and the websites that appear on the general result pages do provide something of value to one another which would create a transactional/trading-party relationship between them, it would be difficult to argue that they would not have provided this thing of value otherwise. The difficulty of conceptualising the existence of a contract aids in appreciating the difficulty of conceptualising a trading relationship between a search engine and a given website.
unlikely in the brick-and-mortar example; it would be just as incorrect in the virtual, website context. It appears, then, that there is no relationship between a search engine and the websites that (might) appear on the general result pages, without payment, that could be meaningfully conceptualised as a transactional/trading-party relationship or business contact.  

2. Competitive Disadvantage

Another factor that needs to be examined before a finding of abusive discrimination under Article 102(c)TFEU can be made concerns the requirement of “competitive disadvantage.” The Commission and the Courts have, in the past, adopted a broad definition of “competitive disadvantage,” almost reading this requirement out of the provision in their practice. For example, the Commission in BdKEP noted that “competitive disadvantage” can cover not only the situation whereby the customer of the dominant undertaking is disadvantaged in relation to other customers of the dominant undertaking, but also the situation whereby the customer is disadvantaged vis-à-vis the dominant undertaking itself. For the Commission, the latter type of discrimination does not require a competitive relationship between the two comparator groups. However, two points are noteworthy. First, no matter how liberally the competitive disadvantage requirement is interpreted, the finding of abusive discrimination itself is still based on the premise that there is a separate, vertical market on which the dominant undertaking and the disfavoured competitors are active and compete, as was also the case in BdKEP. This will be returned to below in the discussion of whether there is such a vertically related market in Google Search. Second, the treatment of the requirement of competitive disadvantage appears to have changed in the more recent EU-level jurisprudence which has somewhat read the requirement back into the provision. This is welcome, since as argued by this Author elsewhere, the requirement of competitive disadvantage is the factor that distinguishes discrimination that can
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be a competition issue from that which cannot be. In *British Airways*, the CoJ held that in order for Article 102(c)TFEU to be applicable,

[T]here must be a finding not only that the behaviour of an undertaking in a dominant position is discriminatory, but also that it tends to distort that competitive relationship, in other words to hinder the competitive position of some of the business partners of that undertaking in relation to the others . . .

Moreover, according to the Court, the consequence of Article 102(c)TFEU, in conjunction with then-Article 3(1)(g)EC (now Protocol 27) is that the commercial behaviour of a dominant undertaking should not distort competition on an upstream or downstream market, i.e. between suppliers or customers of that undertaking. This means that the co-contractors of that undertaking must not be favoured or disfavoured in the area of competition which they practise amongst themselves. These holdings of the CoJ are not only significant for pointing out that the Commission must establish that the discrimination by a dominant undertaking hinders the competitive position of some of its business partners in relation to others, they reiterate that the provision requires (i) a vertical relation between the dominant undertaking and the parties being discriminated against/in favour of which can be categorised as downstream/upstream to one another; (ii) the existence of a relationship of “co-contractors,” “business partners,” “supplier/customer” between the dominant undertaking and the parties being discriminated against/in favour of. In the context of *Google Search*, as discussed above, it is almost certain that Google does not have a contracting or partnership or supply relation with the comparison shopping sites (or any sites that do or could appear on general result pages in response to a query as long as the results are not paid for as advertisements). As will be discussed below, it is also highly questionable that separate markets can be identified that are in a vertical relation to one another.

More recently than *British Airways*, the CoJ held in *Kanal 5* that the placement of some parties at a “competitive disadvantage” is indeed necessary for proving a breach of Article 102(c)TFEU and the parties in question should be competing on the same market. One must emphasize that it is not just a disadvantage that is required but a competitive disadvantage. Any reduced profits would be a disadvantage but do not necessarily affect an undertaking’s ability to compete; the objective of Article 102TFEU is not to protect individual interests in a given level of surplus. Regarding *Google Search*, as the comparison shopping sites can still compete effectively on the alleged (but debatable) relevant market of “comparison shopping” even without the free promotion they receive from Google, because they have other means of
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promoting themselves (through online and offline advertising, social media, email campaigns, partnership with retailers/merchants, etc.), it is not possible to argue that they are put at a competitive disadvantage even if the loss of free traffic from Google may be a disadvantage (assuming that there is such a loss of traffic). It is also noteworthy that any loss of such free promotion and traffic on the part of comparison shopping sites would constitute a gain in the form of free promotion and potentially, traffic for sites which appear in the results instead of the comparison shopping sites, including Amazon, eBay, relevant retailers, etc. Given that Amazon specifically is one of Google’s main rivals, particularly concerning product search, this also points out the potential lack of harm to competition that might result from Google’s practices in question.216

3. Applying Dissimilar Conditions to Equivalent Transactions

For Article 102(c)TFEU to be applicable, another requirement is that there must be “equivalent” transactions to which the dominant undertaking applies “dissimilar conditions.” On the basis of the position that Google is vertically integrated regarding its generalist search engine and specialist comparison shopping services, one commentator has noted that it is clear that the internal cost structure of a vertically integrated undertaking cannot be considered equivalent to a sale to a non-vertically integrated third party; vertical integration makes the transaction in question non-equivalent.217 Indeed, the most obvious reason for finding that two transactions are not equivalent has been noted to be different costs involved for the supplier in two transactions.218 Furthermore, it has been noted that even a vertically integrated dominant undertaking cannot be required to extend any efficiency-enhancing measures that benefit its downstream division to all its customers.219 Thus, not benefitting one’s downstream customers in the same way that one benefits one’s own downstream division cannot be deemed to apply “dissimilar conditions” to the customers’ operations by the dominant undertaking. According to some commentators, the discriminatory supply of an inferior input can only be abusive when it prevents equally efficient downstream rivals of a vertically-integrated undertaking which provides an essential input to its downstream competitors and which deliberately
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increases the efficiency of its own input and not the input supplied to the competitor. This is not the case in Google Search for several reasons.

First, Google cannot be said to control an essential input for the business of running a comparison shopping site; the provision of comparison shopping sites is not dependent on any such input from Google or any other search engine. Second, as discussed below, it is highly debatable whether Google is a vertically integrated undertaking that has an upstream search engine and a downstream comparison shopping service. Third, it is noteworthy that Google Shopping Commercial Unit displays links to merchant sites/retailers where the users can purchase the item for which they searched, through clicking on the link displayed within the Google Shopping Commercial Unit. Not displaying the links to comparison shopping sites in the same manner as Google displays links to merchants/retailers as part of the Google Shopping Commercial Unit cannot be deemed discriminatory and cannot be considered to be deliberately enhancing the efficiency of one’s own input and not the input of the competitor: comparison shopping sites are not merchants/retailers and consumers cannot normally purchase products on these sites; consumers would still have to visit the merchant/retailer site to make a purchase after visiting the comparison shopping site. Consequently, for Google Search, displaying merchant/retailer site results in response to a query about a product that is available for sale is not “equivalent” to displaying results from comparison shopping sites for the same product. The former is clearly a more direct and efficient response to a user’s product search, and a more convenient service to consumers who are interested in making a purchase since the latter involves the additional step of going through another website (i.e., the comparison shopping site) before the consumer will be directed to the merchant/retailer site where she can make a purchase. In fact, this is the case even if the consumer could directly purchase the item on the comparison shopping site in question—the transactional cost for the consumer would still be higher due to the necessity of visiting another website. Moreover, for Google, displaying results within the Google Shopping Commercial Unit is not equivalent to displaying results as part of the organic results, which may include links to comparison shopping sites because the former are revenue-generating, paid-for advertisements displayed in ad space, whilst the latter are not. Thus, the two types of results generated by two different types of relevance algorithms are fundamentally different and their differential treatment cannot be deemed discriminatory.

If the allegation of discrimination is based on the premise that there should be equivalent treatment of displaying merchant/retailer results in the Google Shopping Commercial Unit and the merchant/retailer results that would come up in the results of comparison shopping sites for the same query (i.e., that discrimination is between the merchant/retailer sites depending on whether they appear in Google Shopping Commercial Unit or in comparison shopping site results), it is again impossible to show “equivalent” transactions to which the dominant undertaking applies “dissimilar conditions.” Such a proposition
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would imply that displaying the results rendered by Google’s own algorithm is equivalent to displaying the results rendered by a comparison shopping site’s algorithm. This is clearly incorrect since the algorithms in question are different. It would also imply that Google applies “dissimilar conditions” by relying on the accuracy and superiority of its own algorithm as opposed to the algorithms of comparison shopping sites, which does not make any business sense. It also does not make any legal sense to expect or require Google to treat the results of a comparison shopping site’s algorithm equally to the results of its own algorithm: that requirement would not enhance but reduce competition between search providers which innovate and improve their algorithms to increase the accuracy, relevance, and therefore, the attractiveness of their offerings for users.

It is noteworthy that in Michelin I, while overturning the Commission’s finding of abusive discrimination between Michelin dealers resulting from Michelin’s system of rebates, the CoJ indicated that to prove abusive discrimination, the Commission has to establish that the differences in treatment of different dealers cannot be justified by “legitimate commercial reasons.”

In Google Search, Google’s alleged differential treatment of Google Shopping and comparison shopping sites can be justified by the legitimate commercial reason that the practices in question require the application of different types of relevance algorithm. Google Shopping results displayed under Google Shopping Commercial Unit constitute ads (and are displayed in Google’s ad space, which constitutes an opportunity cost for Google), whilst the results on the general search result pages are organic results that are not paid for. In other words, whereas the former generates revenue to Google, the latter does not (and in fact, the latter would not be provided but for the revenue generated by the former). The difference in the nature of the results rendered by different algorithms constitutes a legitimate commercial reason which can lead to the differential treatment of ads and organic results without this conduct being abusive in line with Michelin I.

4. The Relevance of a Downstream/Upstream Market and Vertical Integration

In competition law, discrimination is generally thought to result in either “primary” or “secondary” line injury to competition. “Primary line injury” concerns discrimination by a dominant firm harming its (horizontal) rivals through exclusionary effects. “Secondary line injury,” in contrast, concerns the effects of discrimination on downstream markets where the customers of the dominant undertaking compete with one another or with third parties. In the
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literature, Article 102(c)TFEU has been interpreted as being concerned only with discrimination causing secondary line injury on the basis of the use of phrase “transactions with other trading parties” which would exclude discrimination against rivals with whom the dominant firm does not have a direct transactional relationship. Some commentators have also argued that the requirement of “competitive disadvantage” in Article 102(c)TFEU makes the finding of a discriminatory abuse dependent on finding a downstream market on which the relevant firms compete. Several authors have consequently criticised the Commission’s and the Courts’ application of Article 102(c)TFEU to exclusionary practices which they argue should be dealt with under Article 102(b)TFEU (prohibiting the limitation of production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers). It has been argued that although Article 102(c)TFEU has been applied in a few cases to exclusionary conduct where the only issue was discrimination, usually in favour of the dominant undertaking’s own downstream operations and to the detriment of downstream rivals, who are both customers and competitors, in most cases exclusionary conduct involving discrimination has been analysed under the particular abuses concerned such as predatory pricing, margin squeeze or refusal to deal. This could cover several cases that involved discrimination by a non-vertically integrated undertaking where the practice, even if in nature discriminatory, was assessed in the particular context of the specific conduct such as rebates, refusal to deal, etc.

Where the dominant undertaking is not vertically integrated and discriminates between its customers with whom it does not compete on any market, the incentives for distorting competition between such customers is unlikely to be strong in the absence of a potential effect on the competitive position of the horizontal rivals of the dominant undertaking. Indeed, findings of discrimination based only on differences in the prices or terms offered to similarly-situated customers have been “an extreme rarity under Article 102TFEU.”

Where no distortion of competition is expected as a result of
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discrimination, it is possible that discrimination may actually increase welfare, for example, through increasing output.\textsuperscript{231}

In cases where there is no potentially abusive practice other than discrimination, and that discrimination aims at harming the downstream competitors of a vertically integrated undertaking, such conduct can artificially raise rivals’ costs. If the harm is serious enough, and the rivals are important to consumers, discrimination may also harm consumer welfare.\textsuperscript{232} Since the potential argument for an abuse of discrimination in \textit{Google Search} is of this type, i.e., it involves the dominant undertaking discriminating in favour of its own downstream operations,\textsuperscript{233} the existence of a downstream market and Google being a vertically integrated undertaking present on the upstream and downstream markets become essential for assessing whether the facts of \textit{Google Search} fall within the relevant case law.

Most cases concerning discrimination by a vertically integrated dominant undertaking involved former state monopolies whose markets were opened to competition where downstream rivals remained dependent on the vertically integrated dominant undertaking.\textsuperscript{234} Indeed, the cases of discrimination by a vertically-integrated dominant undertaking which was a (former) state or de facto monopoly and/or controlled an essential facility include many—if not all—of the cases that could be/have used to support the position that the conduct in \textit{Google Search} may be abusively discriminatory, such as \textit{Deutsche Bahn};\textsuperscript{235} \textit{Clearstream};\textsuperscript{236} \textit{GT-Link};\textsuperscript{237} \textit{ITT Promedia};\textsuperscript{238} \textit{BdKEP};\textsuperscript{239} \textit{E.On};\textsuperscript{240} and \textit{GDF}.\textsuperscript{241} In all these cases, there was a dominant undertaking, which in most cases was a \textit{monopoly}, and which was treating a subsidiary/sister company more favourably than the downstream competitors of the dominant undertaking on a separate downstream market which concerned a separate service/product than
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the one over which the undertaking in question was dominant. It has, in fact, been noted in the literature that the issue of discrimination against rivals is most likely to arise in the case of liberalised utilities where the relevant markets are not yet fully competitive. It must, therefore, be emphasised that Google is not a monopoly on any of the markets that the Commission identified as the relevant markets (the markets for web search, search advertising, and comparison shopping) since it has competitors on all of these markets, which would distinguish Google Search from most—if not all—of the cases mentioned immediately above.

The cases discussed above emphasize several factors that need to be established by the Commission before Google Search can be fitted into the case law on discrimination under Article 102TFEU. First, the theory of discrimination against Google could only work if Google is found to be a vertically integrated undertaking active on more than one level of production/provision of services. This would require proving that Google’s search engine and other services such as comparison shopping are not only on different, separate markets, but also that they are in a vertical relation to one another. Otherwise, if Google is not a vertically integrated undertaking, for example, because Google’s comparison shopping service is simply a feature of Google’s search engine, then there is no discrimination between downstream operators or between downstream operators and Google’s own operations because there are no such different operators to discriminate between. If Google is not vertically integrated, the theory of self-preferencing is unsustainable since there is no separate downstream Google operation to favour and there is no suggestion that Google discriminates between different

242. In Deutsche Bahn the subsidiary of Deutsche Bahn, the railway operator holding a statutory monopoly, was Transfracht, active in the carriage of maritime containers; in Clearstream the subsidiary of Clearstream which had a monopoly over providing clearing and settlement services for securities was Clearstream Banking Luxembourg active in the secondary clearing and settlement of securities in cross-border trade; in GT-Link the port operator (ie the Danish national railway operator) had a separate ferry service operating to/from the same port; in IIT Promedia Belgacom’s (the Belgian national telecoms operator) downstream subsidiary was Belgacom Directory Services active on the market for publishing telephone directories; in BdkE, Deutsche Post, the German national postal company, itself had operations on the separate, upstream market for mail preparation services; in E-On the electricity network operator E-On which was allegedly collectively dominant on the wholesale electricity market with others was also allegedly dominant on the separate market for the demand of secondary balancing power and had a subsidiary (E.On Netz) on that latter market which was a monopolist; in GDF, GDF Suez had allegedly a dominant position on the gas import and supply markets in the balancing zones of the GRTgaz transport network and allocated a significant portion of total capacity at the relevant terminal to its own trading division, GDF-B3G and Total arguably foreclosing competition on the separate, downstream gas supply markets.

243. O’DONOHUE & PADILLA, supra note 55, at 807; see Commission Decision COMP/C-1/36.915, supra note 20 (showing Deutsche Post—Interception of Cross-Border Mail as it involved Deutsche Post disadvantaging the position of its—horizontal—rival, British Post, by treating email differently from what Deutsche Post considered to be “genuine” international mail).
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comparison shopping sites inter se, which implies that the theory of discrimination is untenable.\textsuperscript{247} Any theory of exclusion would then have to be built on a conceptual premise other than discrimination: the theory of distorting competition by discrimination in favour of one’s self to disadvantage downstream rivals is dependent on there being a vertically integrated firm that is dominant on the upstream/downstream level and is leveraging its dominance into the downstream/upstream market.\textsuperscript{248} If there are no such separate operations on separate markets and there is no vertical integration, then the theory of leveraging market power through discrimination collapses.\textsuperscript{249} One cannot envisage building a theory of discrimination that would cause primary line injury to competition by harming Google’s horizontal rivals either. Any discrimination by Google between comparison shopping sites would not hurt but effectively help Google Search’s horizontal rivals such as Bing and DuckDuckGo, since the conduct would make these other search engines more attractive to those comparison shopping sites as alternative venues of generating traffic.\textsuperscript{250} Thus, the allegations of discrimination can indeed only involve an allegation of secondary line injury to competition.

Whether Google Shopping could be deemed to be a separate service on a separate market from Google Search that is in a vertical relation to the search engine is indeed questionable. Although Google has been noted to be a “horizontal,” or general purpose, search engine because it seeks to cover the Internet as completely as possible, which is distinct from “vertical” search engines that focus on narrowly defined categories of content such as shopping or travel,\textsuperscript{251} at a conceptual level, this distinction makes little sense. This is because, in terms of what users search for on any search engine, it is difficult to argue that some search queries are “general”/horizontal whilst some others are “specific”/vertical. A user who uses a search engine always seeks information on a specific, narrowly defined potential category of content.\textsuperscript{252} No user is interested in conducting a search on Google Search that would make the search engine bring up the entire content of the World Wide Web as a “generalist”/horizontal search engine.\textsuperscript{253} If Google Search did bring up the entire content of the worldwide web in response to a search query, it would make it a very poor search engine for not answering the specific query of the user.\textsuperscript{254} Arguing that certain websites whose scope is limited to providing answers to queries concerning certain categories of information and Google Shopping are in a vertical relation to Google Search is analogous to arguing that a supermarket is in a vertical relation to its bakery section and to all the bakeries in the vicinity. It is also analogous to argue that not only is the supermarket in a vertical relation to all the bakeries in the vicinity, but also to all the butchers, all the newsagents,
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all the greengrocers, and all the boutiques if it sells clothing. This is clearly bizarre in the supermarket context, not least because if one took away all of the offerings found in these arguably “specialist” sections from the supermarket’s offerings there would be nothing left that the supermarket could offer to customers. The operation of a supermarket in that sense is not that dissimilar to the operation of a search engine (except that the search engine does not sell anything to the users on the one side of the market, but sells advertising to the advertisers on the other side of the two-sided market, which makes the vertical integration argument even less tenable). The fact that a supermarket is able to provide customers with all these different offerings in different sections under one roof is what makes the supermarket a supermarket. These “specialist” sections are constituent elements of a supermarket. Moreover, arguing that a bakery, a greengrocer, or a butcher, is a downstream operation in relation to a supermarket would also be bizarre because the supermarket is already at the final level of the vertical production chain: the customers of the supermarket are final consumers which use the services of the supermarket. This is similar to the fact that the search engine service Google provides is provided to users who search for queries on Google Search. There is no intermediary, downstream level of service/operation between Google and the users for specialist types of queries; Google is at the end of the “production chain” if there is such a vertical production chain at all. The existence of such a chain is necessarily implied by the proposition that Google is a vertically integrated undertaking, which itself is necessary for the allegation of discrimination in favour of one’s self and against one’s downstream competitor to be sustainable since, without such vertical integration, there cannot be downstream customers and consequently, secondary-line injury to competition.

The presentation of shopping results displayed in the Google Shopping Commercial Unit (and under Google Shopping) can be seen as an improvement of Google Search itself over the previous presentations of results by Google and has been deemed to be a “product design” feature by the FTC and some courts around the world. This suggests that Google Shopping is not a distinct operation of Google on a market separate from that on which the search engine operates, but a means of presenting the relevant results for a sub-group of users who search for a product on Google Search with the intention to make a
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255. The fact that unlike a supermarket that sells bread, meat, and newspapers, and receives revenue in this way, Google does not itself sell any of the products that appear in the Google Shopping Commercial Unit (or under Google Shopping) makes the argument concerning lack of a downstream level of production/service even stronger in the search engine case than in the supermarket case.
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purchase. Furthermore, holding that Google Search is in a vertical, upstream relation to Google Shopping (and consequently to any other comparison shopping site) would open up the possibility of finding a search engine in a vertical relation and thus an upstream competitive position with an unlimited number of potential sites that may provide a service that makes up a sub-category of results that might come up on Google’s general search result pages in response to a query. This would certainly “open the floodgates” and could have a chilling effect on innovation.

The questionable categorisation of Google Shopping as a separate product/service in a vertical relation with Google Search and in competition with other such comparison shopping sites is also challenged by Google’s business model. Google’s revenue comes from advertisements placed on its website alongside or as part of search results (both of which expressly indicate these to be advertisements or sponsored results). This business model does not change according to whether Google provides the shopping results in response to a product query grouped and displayed together as the Google Shopping Commercial Unit (or Google Shopping) results or whether Google provides these results as text ads without grouping the shopping results. The results displayed within the Google Shopping Commercial Unit (and Google Shopping) are advertisements for the product in question similar to the advertisements displayed outside of the Google Shopping Commercial Unit (and Google Shopping) for the same (similar) product(s).

Grouping shopping results together makes it easier for those users who, for example, search for “digital camera” with the intention to buy a camera, to select an advertisement that is of interest to them. Such grouping also makes it easier for users who are not interested in purchasing a “digital camera,” but are interested in, for example, the history of digital cameras, to skip over the advertisements of cameras for sale. For users who are interested in purchasing cameras, this convenience may also increase Google’s chances of receiving remuneration from the display of the advertisement, but this alone does not make the display of shopping results
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under the Google Shopping Commercial Unit a separate operation—let alone a separate relevant market—from the search engine.  

5. **Objective Justification and Exclusionary Effect**

Even if Google was found to be a vertically integrated undertaking by the Commission for the purposes of Google Search and the remaining conditions of Article 102(c)TFEU were satisfied, as noted above, objective justification is also always available to a dominant undertaking to defend its conduct. In fact, in *Post Danmark I*, the CoJ seems to have gone further than simply restating the availability of objective justification by holding that in the context of price discrimination “the fact that the practice of a dominant undertaking may . . . be described as ‘price discrimination,’ . . . cannot of itself suggest that there exists an exclusionary abuse.”  

Although the CoJ has not elaborated on this statement, one could argue that discrimination without more does not constitute an exclusionary abuse under Article 102TFEU. This is different from stating the availability of an objective justification (which is currently a defence to be proven by the undertaking), because it suggests that without separately proving an exclusionary effect, discrimination does not constitute an abuse in the first place. Moreover, according to the Court, “[n]ot every exclusionary effect is necessarily detrimental to competition . . . . Competition on the merits may, by definition, lead to the departure from the market or the marginalisation of competitors that are less efficient and so less attractive to consumers from the point of view of, among other things, price, choice, quality or innovation.”

Nor does Article 102TFEU “seek to ensure that competitors less efficient than the undertaking with the dominant position should remain on the market.” In *Google Search*, it is therefore fundamental to establish that any undertaking arguably being excluded from the market as a result of discrimination is not only as efficient as Google, but also has at least as attractive offers as Google’s (and other competitors”) to consumers in terms of price, choice, quality, or innovation. It is certainly debatable whether comparison shopping sites offer any additional value to consumers over and beyond what a search engine provides under one roof. More importantly, there has to be exclusion of these comparison shopping sites from the relevant market, which is factually disputed by the growth of some of these sites in the investigation period and by the fact
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that such specialist sites have many other means of reaching consumers than through free promotion provided by Google Search results.\textsuperscript{275}

Regarding the availability of an objective justification defence against a finding of discrimination in Google Search, the practice in question can be conceptualised as delivering efficiencies that benefit consumers.\textsuperscript{276} As the search engine provides answers to users’ queries, doing so in a way that minimizes the costs of a search for a user is clearly an efficiency gain that benefits consumers. Displaying the Google Shopping Commercial Unit in response to a user’s query, first, provides the user with a convenient display of product-related results grouped together, and second, saves the user who has the intention of purchasing a product from having to click through to another website (e.g., comparison shopping site) before the user can reach the merchant/retailer site to make a purchase.\textsuperscript{277} This, in turn, increases the efficiency of Google Search, because it enables it to provide those users interested in shopping with the relevant shopping results in the most convenient way possible, thereby increasing the usefulness and attractiveness of the search engine.\textsuperscript{278} In fact, “improvements in the quality of goods” is explicitly acknowledged by the Commission as an example of increasing efficiency that may satisfy the objective justification defence under Article 102TFEU.\textsuperscript{279} It is clear, therefore, that the conduct in Google Search can be objectively justified due to generating efficiencies that also benefit consumers.

\textbf{C. Tying}

Some commentators have raised the possibility that the conduct in question in Google Search can be conceptualised as “tying.”\textsuperscript{280} The argument is that the practice concerns the tying of Google content to search results or the tying of Universal Search with specialized search tools.\textsuperscript{281} Tying refers to a situation where customers who purchase one product (the tying product) are required to also purchase another product from the dominant undertaking (the tied product).\textsuperscript{282} Tying is prohibited under Article 102(d)TFEU which stipulates that “making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties
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of supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such contracts” may be an abuse. 283 A literal reading of this provision would exclude Google Search from being a potential case of tying under Article 102TFEU since there is no contractual relationship between the users of the search engine and Google, by which Google contractually (or otherwise) obliges those who wish to use the search engine to also use its specialist services. 284 Consequently, the only possible theory of tying in Google Search is that there is technical tying, a type of tying that has been found to be potentially abusive despite not explicitly being covered by Article 102TFEU. 285 Technical tying occurs, according to the Commission, “when the tying product is designed in such a way that it only works properly with the tied product (and not with alternatives offered by competitors).” 286 A literal reading of the Commission’s definition would also exclude Google Search from the scope of abusive technical tying since Google Search cannot be said to work properly only with the tied product (e.g. Google Shopping Commercial Unit) and not with alternatives offered by competitors (e.g. with results of comparison shopping sites). 287 However, since the guidance is limited to an expression of the Commission’s enforcement priorities rather than constituting a statement of law, the rest of the section will explore whether there can be an issue of technical tying in Google Search. 288

Given that technical tying in the absence of a contractual relationship is not covered by Article 102(d)TFEU, an assessment of the conditions stipulated in Article 102(d)TFEU will not be conducted here. 289 Consequently, the relevant inquiry becomes that into the conditions established in the case law for tying to be abusive. There are four cumulative conditions for tying to be abusive: the tying and tied products are two separate products; the undertaking concerned is dominant on the market for the tying product; the undertaking concerned does not give customers a choice to obtain the tying product without the tied product;
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289. Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union art. 101(1)(e), Oct. 26, 2012, 2012 O.J. (C 326) 47 [hereinafter TFEU]. If such an assessment were conducted, then a potential argument that any tying in Google Search is not abusive could be based on the condition that the supplementary obligations are imposed on contracting parties which “by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such contracts.” It would be difficult to argue—even assuming that there are contracts with users and supplementary obligations are imposed on users—that the display of Google Shopping results in response to a product search has no connection with the subject of conducting a search on a search engine. As noted above, the CoJ has held that Article 102(d)TFEU can apply to tying even if there was such natural or commercial links with the subject of the contracts. However, as mentioned previously, this Author has argued elsewhere that this approach is not correct or justifiable even under a teleological approach.
tying forecloses competition. Some commentators have suggested that tying would be easier to prove than refusal to deal for the Commission in Google Search since once there is tying of two distinct products and the undertaking is dominant, a simple likelihood of anticompetitive effects may suffice to apply Article 102TFEU. As mentioned above, this Article assumes that the Commission’s market definition and finding of dominance are correct, and will thus proceed to only discuss the remaining conditions. Consequently, the rest of this Subsection will examine (i) the requirement of two separate products/services; (ii) lack of customer choice to obtain the tying product without the tied product; (iii) foreclosure of competition and; (iv) objective justification.

1. Two Separate Products/Services

The first issue in Google Search is to establish that there are two separate products/services in question. Under the tying theory, Google’s search engine is the “tying product” since it is the market for general search (as defined by the Commission) over which Google is dominant.

According to the case law and the Commission’s Guidance, the test for whether two products are distinct is to be assessed by reference to consumer demand. Some commentators have remarked that under EU competition law, for a product to be considered distinct, it is not necessary that it constitutes a relevant market and the existence of different sources of supply (particularly competing suppliers of the tied product) may indicate that the products are distinct. The suggestion is that the existence of a significant number of competitors present only in specialised (vertical) search may suggest that Universal Search and specialized search are distinct products. Similarly, regarding Google’s additional services, it has been argued that the tying and tied products are distinct products because they offer different functionalities and are not interchangeable from a consumer’s perspective. However, the accuracy of this position is debatable. For a user who is interested in purchasing a product, the search engine constitutes a tool for conducting a search with the expectation that the results will include those which would enable a purchase, thus, a
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comparison shopping site’s offering and the search engine’s offering for product search queries are interchangeable from the consumer’s perspective. In fact, if they were not interchangeable, then it is difficult to see how the argument for potential exclusion would work (i.e., if the search engine services are not interchangeable for the services of the comparison shopping site, then the search engine cannot even theoretically exclude the comparison shopping sites). This reveals that a comparison shopping site provides a service that constitutes a subset of the functions that a general search engine entails. This does not make the different types of results that a general search engine provides (e.g., those that enable the user to purchase a digital camera and those that provide information on how a digital camera works) separate products/services for the search engine. It also cannot be argued that there is complementarity between the search engine and a comparison shopping site, which was suggested to be a reason for which Windows Media Player (WMP) and Windows OS could be considered as separate products. Similarly, it cannot be claimed—unlike in Microsoft—that the arguably separate products “clearly differ in terms of functionalities.” For a generalist search engine, showing results that display items to purchase in response to a product search query is not a complementary function; it is part of the essential function of the search engine since without these results, the search engine will have omitted a category of relevant results for that query. In Microsoft it was held by the GC that there was nothing preventing Microsoft from distributing WMP in the same way as it had distributed its previous player, which had been included on the Windows installation CD and had to be installed by the users if they wished to use it. This is significantly different from the factual situation in Google Search and demonstrates that Google Shopping Commercial Unit cannot be deemed to be a separate product/service from Google’s search engine; there is no other means available to Google to provide shopping results to a user who has a product search query on Google Search other than to display these as part of the general result pages. The display of shopping results is simply a functionality feature of the search engine for a certain type of query (i.e., product search) and forms part of the general results of Google Search. This is supported by the Commission’s remark in the Guidance that “[t]wo products are distinct if, in the absence of tying or bundling, a substantial number of customers would purchase or would have purchased the tying product without also buying the tied product from the same supplier . . . .” In the context of Google Search, the Commission would have to prove that a substantial number of users who choose to use Google
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Search to conduct, for example, product searches would prefer the search engine without the shopping results over a search engine with the shopping results. Further, it would have to be proven that, even though these users have chosen to conduct a product search on Google, they would rather obtain the relevant shopping results from another supplier. This would not only ignore the users’ preference demonstrated by choosing Google Search, amongst other options, on which to conduct their search in the first place, but is factually unlikely to be correct, as demonstrated by the practices of the other search engines which display shopping results similar to Google Search in response to product searches.305 Similarly, in Google Search not only the alleged tied product, but also the alleged tying product are offered to users for free;306 it is highly unlikely that a user would prefer a less functional service over a more functional service when she does not pay for either version.307 In fact, this appears to have been even the case in Microsoft since the absence of demand for the version of the Windows OS without WMP—as imposed on Microsoft by the Commission as the remedy—raises serious doubts about the finding in Microsoft that there were two separate products (or that when given the choice, consumers prefer to obtain the tying product without also obtaining the tied product from the same supplier).308

The statement in the Commission’s Guidance concerning the “presence on the market of undertakings specialised in the manufacture or sale of the tied product without the tying product” cannot be used to construct an argument that general search and specialist search results are two distinct products either.309 This is because such a focus on the supply side as opposed to the demand side in Google Search is not desirable or justified for several reasons.310 First, unlike in the case of consumables (as was the case in Hilti, to which the Commission refers in support of its statement in the Guidance) and aftermarkets, there is no discernible dependency between the tied product (comparison shopping services) and the tying product (the search engine) in Google Search.311 Second, if one were to decide that the Google Shopping Commercial Unit is a separate product from general search, then there would potentially be an infinite number of separate products on the basis of the infinite number of searches one can envisage on Google Search, which would lead to Google’s liability for tying
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whenever Google displays results relating to these searches grouped together and it happens to be the case that there are specialist websites which only respond to searches of the same type. This would impose a serious—and unjustifiable—constraint on Google’s ability to improve its own algorithm and design its own pages. It would also open the floodgates to claims of alleged tying on the basis of the mere fact that Google Search can respond to more search queries—arguably an indication of being a superior service—than some other sites with more limited scope. Third, if the objective of the EU competition rules is ultimately the enhancement of the welfare of consumers, then the criterion in deciding whether there is separate consumer demand for a given product is more appropriately based on consumer demand (rather than supply) and whether a substantial number of consumers would purchase the tying product without the tied product from the same supplier in the absence of a tie.

2. Lack of Customer Choice to Obtain the Tying Product Without the Tied Product

Regarding the condition that the undertaking does not give customers a choice to obtain the two products separately, it would have to be proven that the tying product (i.e., Google Search) is not available without the tied product (i.e., the Google Shopping Commercial Unit). It has been argued that Google imposes a tie because “[u]sers can only obtain Google’s search results together with whatever additional links Google elects to present. There is no way for users to avoid links to Google’s additional services while still receiving Google search . . .” This is arguably despite the fact that users are not forced to click on these links for additional services and could simply ignore them. The argument is that “prominence” matters; when users are presented with links to Google’s services, users proceed accordingly. However, these arguments are open to challenge. First, users receive Google Search results without any grouped results being displayed in response to searches for which Google does not have relevant “specialist” results. Second, even for every product search, Google Search does not display the Google Shopping Commercial Unit since this display only takes place on the basis of the algorithm’s relevance criteria:
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there have to be relevant Google Shopping results that can be displayed in response to the user’s particular query. 319 Therefore, the suggestion that Google Search is not available without Google’s added features is factually incorrect; for given queries, generic results are provided without any added features such as Google Shopping results, etc. 320 Consequently, to argue that there is a tie, one would have to base that argument on specific types of queries. 321 For example, one would have to argue that for shopping queries, the search engine is never available without the Google Shopping Commercial Unit. However, the implication of this is that one would have to establish the search engine’s dominance per query (or per query type) and also demonstrate that, for example, there is never a product search that would not return some affiliated Google feature such as the Shopping Commercial Unit (which, as mentioned above, is factually incorrect). Not only would it be a challenge to prove that a “relevant market” exists for specific search queries or for specific types of search queries, if this was to be done, it would also have to be established that Google is dominant for that particular type of search query since if there is no dominance in the tying product, there cannot be abusive tying. 322 Yet, it is clear that users have many options for finding answers to such queries and an assessment of dominance would have to include every site and app (and possibly the offline means) to which users could turn for answers. 323 This factual difference also distinguishes Google Search from Microsoft since in the latter, once a consumer purchased a PC with the Windows OS, the PC was delivered with WMP preinstalled by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) with no possibility to uninstall; 324 there was categorically no technical availability of using the

319. See, e.g., Joshua D. Wright, Defining and Measuring Search Bias: Some Preliminary Evidence, 12–14 (2011) Geo. Mason L. & Econ. https://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/1214DefiningandMeasuringSearchBias.pdf (discussing in an empirical study the discovery on the basis of a random sample of 1,000 search queries which found that Google does not refer to its own content in over 90% of queries in the first position of results and refers to its own content in the first position when other search engines do not in only 6.7% of queries); see also Annex 2 (showing a product search–spa vouchers—for which the search engine does not display the Shopping Commercial Unit even though one can find relevant shopping results under the separate Google Shopping feature. The search was conducted on Nov. 20, 2015).


322. Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, 2009 O.J. (C 45/02).

323. A user study found Amazon to be the first stop for online shoppers and that a third of all online purchases were influenced or prepared by product search on Amazon (Germany) as opposed to under 15% on Google (Germany). ECC Koeln Online Experts, Amazon ist Deutschlands größter Showroom—ECC Köln und hybris veröffentlichen neue Cross-Channel-Studie (May 5, 2015), http://www.ecckoeln.de/News/Amazon-ist-Deutschlands-gr%C3%BCnster-Showroom-%E2%80%93%ECC-K%C3%B6ln-und-hybris-ver%C3%B6ffentlichen-neue-Cross-Channel-Studie. See, e.g., Jason Del Rey, 55 Percent of Online Shoppers Start Their Product Searches on Amazon, RECODE (Sept. 27, 2016, 3:06 PM), https://www.recode.net/2016/9/27/13078526/amazon-online-shopping-product-search-engine (finding that fifty-five percent of people in the U.S. begin their online shopping on Amazon while only twenty-eight percent start on Google).

Windows OS (the tying product) without the WMP (the tied product) on these PCs sold through the OEMs.\textsuperscript{325} The suggestion that prominence of links suggests a tie also ignores the possible argument that users who click on Google’s links may do so not (just) because they are prominent but because they believe that Google Search provides high quality results in response to searches and therefore, their clicks represent their preferences. If the users indeed prefer Google’s links, then they cannot be deemed to be “coerced” into using Google’s added features.\textsuperscript{326} Furthermore, a Google Search results page never consists of an otherwise blank page with Google’s own affiliated feature links.\textsuperscript{327} These links—some of which are simply advertisements such as those within the Google Shopping Commercial Unit—are accompanied by a list of organic results.\textsuperscript{328} Features of rivals can appear in the organic results, and in any case, the mere existence of the organic results—for which there is no payment or Google’s “favouring” of its own services—always provides alternatives and additional choice to users. The equivalent factual scenario can be thought to be similar to PCs with Windows OS that arrive preinstalled with WMP also listing other media players available on the market on the desktop without, however, having any of these preinstalled on the PC. Interestingly, this was exactly the commitment that was offered and accepted in Microsoft (Tying), which concerned Microsoft’s alleged abuse of tying Internet Explorer to Windows OS.\textsuperscript{329} To eliminate the Commission’s competition concerns, Microsoft committed to provide a “browser choice screen” which would list other browsers available for users to download (as opposed to preinstalling these other browsers whenever Internet Explorer was preinstalled on a PC).\textsuperscript{330} Given that any search on Google Search by its nature provides a list of relevant (organic) alternatives to whichever special feature of Google the results may also display, it is difficult to argue that there is a “tie” that can foreclose the market for that special feature. It is also difficult to suggest that the consumers are deprived of the choice to obtain the tying product without the tied product.\textsuperscript{331}

\textsuperscript{325} See Commission Decision 2007/53 of May 19, 2004, 50 O.J. (C 2004) 23 ¶ 829, http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/cases/dec_docs/37792/37792_4177_1.pdf (discussing the technical impossibility of uninstalling WMP and how the great majority (75%) of Microsoft’s sales of client PC operating systems were made through OEMs); see also Case T-201/04, Microsoft Corp. v. Comm’n, 2007 E.C.R. II-3601 ¶ 904, 946 (explaining how, under Microsoft’s licensing system, OEMs had to license the Windows OS with WMP pre-installed).

\textsuperscript{326} See Microsoft, 2007 E.C.R. II-3601 ¶ 865 (explaining why “coercion” is relevant in the context of abusive tying since the GC has characterized the lack of choice to obtain the tying product without the tied product as “coercion” in Microsoft).


\textsuperscript{328} Nicholas Economides, Microsoft’s Mistakes Show Why Google Needs to Settle with the EU, MASHABLE (June 29, 2017), http://mashable.com/2017/06/29/google-should-settle-eu/#K_25pWwMqPq.

\textsuperscript{329} United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34 (D.C. Cir. 2001).


\textsuperscript{331} See Lianos & Motchenkova, supra note 22, at 438 (suggesting this is a condition of tying to be found abusive).
3. Foreclosure of Competition

The existence or lack of a tie in Google Search is closely related to the final condition of tying, namely that tying forecloses competition. Conduct will be abusive only if it is capable of restricting competition. In Microsoft, the Commission held that there were good reasons not to assume that tying in itself constitutes conduct, which by its very nature is liable to foreclose competition. This is because the Commission decided that unlike in traditional tying cases where the foreclosure effect for competitors was demonstrated by the bundling of the two products, in Microsoft the users could, and to an extent did, obtain third party media players through the Internet, sometimes for free. According to the Commission, this fact necessitated an analysis of the effects of tying on competition. In Google Search the fact that both of the allegedly separate products are free to use, that product design changes of the kind at issue are not “by its very nature” liable to foreclose competition and that there is no issue of turning Google Commercial Shopping Unit into “the platform of choice for complementary content and applications which in turn risks foreclosing competition in the market for the tied product” suggest that the Commission should conduct an effects-based assessment of foreclosure and not find foreclosure on the basis of simple tying (assuming that a tie could be established).

In Microsoft, the foreclosure effect was linked to Microsoft’s unparalleled advantage of distribution of its product which ensured ubiquity of WMP on client PCs which provided a disincentive for users to utilize third-party media players and for OEMs to preinstall such players on PCs. Further, other methods such as downloading, or bundling it with other software, were found to be inefficient and ineffective means of distributing software in comparison to preinstalling WMP on Windows. In this context, a significant issue in Microsoft was network effects: installing WMP on Windows—holding a market share of ninety percent on the PC operating systems market—led to the ubiquity of WMP and that in turn meant that content providers and software developers were more likely to use the WMP format to the detriment of the competitors and their technologies, which in turn led to increased popularity of WMP for users. This differs significantly from the factual situation in Google Search. Other than the fact that there are generalist search engine competitors of Google, Google’s
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alleged tying cannot prevent the competitors (i.e., comparison shopping sites) from reaching users by simply displaying the Google Shopping Commercial Unit to users.\textsuperscript{342} The competitors and their services are available for users to access them directly and these competitors have many more means of reaching users than receiving free traffic from Google Search.\textsuperscript{343} Moreover, the competitors continue to receive free traffic from Google Search when their websites are relevant to a user’s query on the basis of Google’s algorithm.\textsuperscript{344}

Another important factor in Microsoft regarding foreclosure was that Microsoft’s tying interfered with the normal competitive process which would benefit users in terms of quicker cycles of innovation; Microsoft reduced “the talent and capital invested in innovation of media players, not least its own.”\textsuperscript{345} Microsoft’s conduct affected “a market which could be a hotbed for new and exciting products springing forth in a climate of undistorted competition.”\textsuperscript{346} In contrast, commentators have argued that comparison shopping sites do not provide any such innovative services.\textsuperscript{347} In fact, it is even debatable that the Commission’s comments regarding WMP as a “hotbed for new and exciting products” were accurate given the technological developments of the last decade, which should serve as a warning sign that regulators are unlikely to be able to predict how competition might develop in dynamic industries.\textsuperscript{348} Furthermore, unlike in Microsoft where Microsoft’s conduct prevented OEMs from choosing one of WMP’s competitors as the only media player to install on new PCs,\textsuperscript{349} in Google Search not only are users free to exclusively use competitor comparison shopping sites whilst still using Google Search, Google’s general result pages themselves, provide users with alternative shopping choices in the organic results displaying links to Amazon, eBay, retailers, etc.\textsuperscript{350} The existence of alternatives like Amazon, eBay, and the like, also suggests that there is no issue of reducing innovation on the relevant markets. Considering factors such as downloading other media players not being a realistic alternative to using the media player that comes pre-installed on the PC,\textsuperscript{351} in Google Search not only are users free to exclusively use competitor comparison shopping sites whilst still using Google Search, Google’s general


\textsuperscript{343} Geoffrey Manne, The EU’s Android Antitrust Complaints are Contrived, WIRED MAG. (Nov. 11, 2016, 7:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/2016/11/eus-android-antitrust-complaints-contrived/.


\textsuperscript{346} Id. ¶ 981.

\textsuperscript{347} See, e.g., Grimmelmann, supra note 274, at 450 (commenting on the business models and value of comparison shopping sites).


\textsuperscript{349} Case T-201/04, Microsoft Corp v. Comm’n, 2007 E.C.R. II-3601, ¶ 1046.


\textsuperscript{351} Microsoft, 2007 E.C.R. II-3601, ¶ 1050.
result pages themselves provide users with alternative shopping choices in the organic results displaying links to Amazon, eBay, retailers, etc. The existence of alternatives like Amazon, eBay, etc. also suggests that there is no issue of reducing innovation on the relevant markets. Factors such as downloading other media players not being a realistic alternative to using the media player that comes pre-installed on the PC or end-user inertia or insecurity of unsophisticated users concerning downloading another media player which were relevant for assessing foreclosure in *Microsoft* are unlikely to exist in *Google Search*. An Internet user who is sophisticated enough to purchase a product online and who is potentially going to use a comparison shopping site in the process will presumably be aware of the existence of websites other than Google Search. Unlike a given PC being operated by only a single operating system, there are numerous shopping websites on the Internet that an average Internet user can visit directly. Similarly, such a consumer is more than likely to have mobile Internet which provides additional alternatives for shopping in the form of apps, as well as for other “specialist” queries such as travel and navigation. No matter what the market share of Google is on search—assuming that search is a relevant market, which is doubtful—Google Search is not the only way to search, let alone access the Internet (unlike the Windows OS being the only way to operate a PC on which it is the preinstalled operating system).

4. **Objective Justification**

As with all other abuses, objective justification is applicable to rebut a finding of abusive tying as well. In this context, it is useful to consider the potential remedy, consumer harm and objective justification together. This is because if a finding of abusive tying is made, the remedy would normally be the requirement to “untie” the bundled products. In *Google Search*, this is likely to be along the lines of ordering Google not to develop and/or display any specialist features such as the Google Shopping Commercial Unit on the general result pages since otherwise it is difficult to envisage how the alleged tie may be ended. However, such a remedy has the potential to harm consumers by preventing Google from innovating because it would limit the options available
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to Google for displaying search results and be tantamount to requiring Google
to give up on a product improvement. If this is not taken into account in the
context of establishing abuse, for example, while establishing whether there is
anticompetitive foreclosure, then it should at least be considered in the
assessment of an objective justification in Google Search. In its investigation
into similar practices, the FTC has, for example, found that Google’s design
changes were a “quality improvement” and Google likely benefited consumers
by prominently displaying its specialist content on its search result pages.
Thus, even if despite all the issues discussed above concerning tying, a case of
abusive tying could be made in Google Search, the consumer benefits from the
tie would need to be assessed to establish whether they can outweigh the
anticompetitive effects in question. On the basis of available facts, it is most
likely that such benefits would outweigh any effects of the conduct on
competitors.

III. NORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE ALLEGED ABUSE

The discussion of the three main existing types of potential abuse in Section
II has demonstrated the formidable difficulties with fitting Google Search into
the existing frameworks for these abuses. Without seriously disrupting the
existing parameters of these abuses as established by the current jurisprudence
under Article 102TFEU (and thereby, potentially breaching the principle of legal
certainty), the facts of Google Search cannot be fitted under any of these
established categories of abuse. This is because the facts raise fundamental
problems for the case law, such as how there can be a refusal to deal when there
is strictly speaking no refusal; how there can be discrimination between trading
parties when there is no trading-party relationship between the dominant
undertaking and the relevant parties; how there can be a tie when there are not
separate products/services and when the alleged tying product is available
without the alleged tied product under certain circumstances, etc.
Consequently, a normative assessment of whether the facts of Google Search
should be found abusive gains fundamental importance. This Section will
conduct such a normative assessment under one principled conceptualisation of
“abuse.”

For a normative assessment, one might think that a good starting point
would be the objectives of Article 102TFEU, since these could shape the ideal
application of the provision to a novel set of facts. Unfortunately, the
objectives of Article 102TFEU are not settled and are subject to debate. Faced
with the criticism that its approach to unilateral conduct under Article 102TFEU
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is formalistic, not sufficiently based on economic effects and serves to protect competitors rather than competition, the Commission started a review of its approach in early 2000s, which culminated in the Guidance Paper on Enforcement Priorities. According to the Guidance, in applying Article 102TFEU to exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, the Commission will focus on those types of conduct that are most harmful to consumers. The Commission will, therefore, direct its enforcement ensuring that markets function properly and that consumers benefit from the efficiency and productivity which results from effective competition between undertakings. Further, the Commission is mindful that what really matters is protecting an effective competitive process and not simply protecting competitors, which may mean that competitors who deliver less to consumers in terms of price, choice, quality and innovation will leave the market. Commentators have remarked that with the adoption of the Guidance, consumer welfare and efficiency are now at the heart of Article 102TFEU.

Whether or not consumer welfare and efficiency have become the guiding principles for the Commission’s enforcement, the EU Courts have not been sufficiently consistent in their judgments concerning the objectives and application of Article 102TFEU in individual cases to establish the precise objectives of the provision. Some commentators note that at least recently, the EU Courts have revealed a consistent tendency to stress competition, efficiency and consumer welfare as the key objectives of Article 102TFEU. Other commentators disagree, particularly on the basis of the recent judgment of the GC in Intel which they argue to reject an effects-based approach to Article 102TFEU serving the aim of enhancing consumer welfare and efficiency.  
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368. See O’Donoghue & Padilla, supra note 55, at 5 (arguing elsewhere that the Guidance fails to fully and properly adopt a consumer welfare standard in terms of setting out the Commission’s enforcement priorities); Akman, supra note 27, at 629.

369. See also Akman, supra note 27, at 129–43 (assessing the case law).


Given the controversy surrounding the rationale underpinning Article 102TFEU which has not been resolved by the EU Courts, the normative discussion of whether a given set of facts should breach Article 102TFEU has to be based on a conceptualization of abuse developed elsewhere. The current Author developed such a concept of abuse elsewhere, which will underlie the discussion in this Section. Under this conceptualization of abuse, there are three cumulatively necessary and sufficient conditions for a given conduct to be abusive. These are exploitation, exclusion and a lack of an increase in efficiency. The rest of this Section will elaborate on this conceptualisation of abuse and its requirements (A); apply this framework to the facts of Google Search (B); and, discuss the issue of the remedy in case of a finding of infringement in Google Search since the potential remedy has significant implications for establishing whether the conduct in question should constitute abuse in the first place (C).

A. The Concept of Abuse and its Requirements

The first requirement of the particular conceptualization of abuse being used for the normative assessment is “exploitation.” This requirement results from a reading of Article 102TFEU itself which, at face value and on the basis of historical analysis, is concerned only with the exploitation of the customers/suppliers of the dominant undertaking. In fact, it was never questioned whether Article 102TFEU covered exploitative abuse; the only debate was whether it covered exclusionary abuse at all. Although most of the existing case law on Article 102TFEU concerns exclusionary conduct, the main objection to an undertaking with market power is indeed its ability to exploit its position in a way that would not be possible for an undertaking on a competitive market. It is noteworthy that the requirement of exploitation results from the provision of Article 102TFEU itself and therefore remains necessary for that provision to be infringed irrespective of what the objectives of the provision may be stipulated to be by the Commission and the EU.
Having said that, within an effects-based and consumer-welfare-orientated approach, exploitation can and should be used as the test of harmful effects of conduct that would qualify the conduct as abusive. Indeed, another reason why exploitation should be deemed necessary to establish abuse is that it is exploitation that shows harm to someone other than the competitors of a dominant undertaking in the context of Article 102TFEU, particularly given the possibility that exclusionary effects can be established on the basis of harm to competitors alone under the existing jurisprudence. In this context, exploitation can be defined as the receiving of advantages by the dominant undertaking to the disadvantage of its trading partners that would not be possible but for the undertaking’s dominance.

The second condition of abuse is that the exploitative conduct should also harm or restrict competition which can be phrased as it being “exclusionary.” The requirement of exclusion is derived not from Article 102TFEU itself, but from the fact that the rule is found under Rules on Competition in the Treaty and the then-Article 3(f)EEC, which stipulated that the activities of the Community included the “institution of a system ensuring that competition in the common market is not distorted.” This provision is now found in Protocol 27 which states that the internal market “includes a system ensuring that competition is not distorted.” The requirement in Protocol 27 that competition is not distorted can be used to incorporate the condition of harm to competition (i.e., exclusion of competition) to interpret the concept of abuse in Article 102TFEU as only covering exploitation that results from or is in some other way related to harm to competition. Such exclusion and consequent harm to competition can comprise horizontal or vertical foreclosure (i.e., the exclusion of direct competitors or of customers of the undertaking). This should relate to the exclusion of undertakings at least as efficient as the dominant undertaking.
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unless the Commission/claimant can prove that the exclusion of not-yet-as-efficient competitors can harm competition in a given case.  

The third requirement for conduct to be abusive is that it does not lead to an increase in efficiency; unilateral conduct that leads to a (non-trivial) increase in efficiency and thus has an efficiency explanation should not be found abusive.  

The assessment of efficiency should be made comparing the situation with the allegedly abusive conduct in place and the situation without the dominant undertaking’s conduct in place, taking into account the alternative conduct that the undertaking would possibly adopt if the investigated conduct is found abusive. The requirement of efficiency not only enables an approach conforming to the original intent behind Article 102TFEU, it also ensures that conduct that is otherwise normal and legitimate business practice is not prohibited.  

A consequence of this requirement is that if a certain practice is available to and commonly practiced by non-dominant undertakings as well, then it should mean that such conduct is not abusive; abusive practices are those that are only possible as a result of the position of dominance that the undertaking enjoys.

**B. Application of the Framework to the Facts in Google Search**

1. **Exploitation**

To establish whether there is exploitation in Google Search, one must focus on the effects of the alleged conduct on the trading partners of Google. As mentioned above, there is some debate as to who the trading partners/customers of Google are. It is clear that advertisers are the trading partners of Google due to being in a contractual relationship with Google and according to some, they are the only trading partners of Google. There are also strong arguments for accepting that the potentially infinite number of websites the links to which might appear on the general result pages in response to a search on Google Search cannot be deemed to be the trading partners/customers of Google. The question whether the users of Google Search are potential trading partners/customers of Google is one that requires further elaboration. However, for the sake of argument and to enable a more
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encompassing discussion of exploitation, it will be assumed for present purposes that a case could be made that the users are trading partners/customers of Google.

The first question is then whether the advertisers are exploited by Google’s alleged practice of its own specialist services. As noted by one commentator, the Commission’s investigation appears to be less focused on the potential to increase prices of ad spaces to advertisers than on the failure to actively promote other comparison shopping websites. This is despite the fact that even if the issue of foreclosure were addressed, there would still be two other issues to deal with, one of which being whether Google would be in a position to increase prices as a result of its conduct. Given that the service is free to users, the question concerning the ability to increase prices becomes that of whether Google exploits the advertisers by, for example, charging supra-competitive prices for ads as a result of its alleged favouring its own specialist services. Some commentators have suggested that the alleged abuse in Google Search may indeed involve exploitation of advertisers through excessive prices, price discrimination, etc.

In Google Search, an argument of exploiting the advertisers runs into several problems. The first and fundamental point is that advertisements on Google are chosen through an auction; it is the advertisers themselves who bid for the ad space on the basis of their willingness to pay. Whether or not a given ad is displayed depends on how much a given advertiser is willing to pay for a given search query and the relevance of the ad for that query. This means that even if a given advertiser’s maximum bid for a given search term is lower than the rival’s bid, the former advertiser’s ad may appear above the latter’s due to higher relevance. Moreover, an advertiser only pays for an ad once a user clicks through the link. Given this factual context, it is difficult to envisage how Google’s alleged prominent display of the Google Shopping Commercial Unit (which comprises ads with images, price information, etc.) can exploit advertisers as a result of disfavouring the results of competing comparison shopping sites. Furthermore, proving exploitation of advertisers would also require proving that Google is not sufficiently exposed to competition in the sale of ad spaces. This would necessitate demonstrating that the alternatives available to advertisers such as advertising on other search engines, social
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media, mobile apps or even on offline media do not apply competitive pressure on Google in terms of attracting advertisements. It is also noteworthy that Google’s business model itself creates a competitive alternative to the advertisements since the organic results—that are always displayed in response to the same search query that triggers the display of advertisements on the basis of relevance—are not paid for and essentially constitute free promotion for the websites that appear in the organic results. This also points out that the alleged demotion of comparison shopping sites on the general result pages, even if true, could not in itself lead to the exploitation of advertisers by Google because the space that is saved by any such demotion is taken up by other organic results which provide alternatives for users. Finally, given that exploitation refers to taking advantage of customers in a manner that would not be possible but for the dominance of the undertaking, the fact that other search engines (which would not be dominant even if Google were) adopt similar practices towards displaying specialist ads, text ads, and organic results on their pages suggests that the conduct is not exploitative. The conduct in question, therefore, does not seem to have an impact on the position of advertisers vis-à-vis Google that could be deemed exploitative.

If the conduct in question were found to have exploitative effects on advertisers, there would still be a question of whether this is the relevant type of exploitation under Article 102TFEU. This is because, as argued elsewhere, the interests of final consumers and (other) customers of the dominant undertaking may not always be aligned. This distinction becomes particularly important if a policy choice is made, for example, by the Commission to adopt a (properly defined) consumer welfare standard in its enforcement. Under such a consumer welfare standard, the “exploitation” that ultimately renders conduct abusive should be deemed to be that of the final consumer. It is this question of whether final consumers (i.e., users) are exploited by Google’s alleged conduct in Google Search that this Article now turns to.

The second possible type of exploitation is that of users of Google Search, assuming that a trading relationship could be said to exist between them and Google. The relevant question is whether the alleged display of Google Shopping results more prominently than the results of comparison shopping sites exploits users. This is a difficult argument to sustain because both the generalist
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411. Currently, the Commission’s “consumer welfare” standard is a “customer welfare” standard because the term “consumer” is not used to refer to end-users (final consumers) but all customers of the undertaking involved including intermediate customers. See, e.g., Guidelines on the Application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty, 2004 O.J. (C 101) 97, ¶ 84; Commission Guidance, supra note 31, at 10. As demonstrated by the examination of the travaux préparatoires the reference to “consumers” in Article 102(b)TFEU is also a reference to “customers” and not necessarily final consumers. AKMAN, supra note 27, at 297.
412. AKMAN, supra note 27, at 305.
results and the specialist results are provided for free to the users.\footnote{413} Furthermore, any exploitation is disputed by the factual findings of the FTC which suggest that users have benefitted from Universal Search (namely, Google displaying Google Shopping results prominently as well as organic results in response to a product search).\footnote{414} Given that any space vacated by not displaying a comparison shopping site is taken up by alternatives to those sites including sites where the users can directly make a purchase and a large part of these are organic results for which Google receives no payment,\footnote{415} it appears also too difficult to argue that users will pay higher prices for the items that they might purchase after clicking on links within the Shopping Commercial Unit (even if the ads in this space cost more for advertisers than ads in comparison shopping sites).\footnote{416} A reduction in the quality of the general result pages due to Google’s prominent display of Google Shopping Commercial Unit (e.g., due to Google receiving higher remuneration for a less relevant result) could be seen as a potential exploitation of users, but is tempered by the fact that it is the relevance of results that attracts both the users and the advertisers to the search engine in the first place.\footnote{417} Thus, the reduction in the relevance of results would lead users to conduct fewer searches on Google Search or to switch to another search engine.\footnote{418} Such a strategy of leveraging market power from general search to specialist search has also been remarked to be not profitable to Google for being “economic nonsense”; by diverting users from general search to its specialist services, Google would be giving up on a monopolist’s advertising profit on the lost searches (given the allegation that Google is dominant on the general search market) to gain market share on a more competitive market (i.e., the market for

\footnote{413} There is an emerging literature arguing that consumers pay for various free services on the Internet by their data. See, e.g., Ariel Ezrachi & Maurice E. Stuckel, Virtual Competition: The Promise and Perils of the Algorithm-Driven Economy (2016); John M. Newman, Antitrust in Zero-Price Markets: Foundations, 164 U. Pa. L. Rev. 149 (2015). This literature is not immediately relevant to this article as it is not an issue in Google Search and thus, will not be discussed further. However, for the argument that monetization of consumer data to offer “free” services benefit consumers, see, e.g., D. Daniel Sokol & Roisin E. Comeford, Antitrust and Regulating Big Data, 23 Geo. Mason L. Rev. 1129 (2016).

\footnote{414} FTC Google Statement, supra note 175, at 2.

\footnote{415} Id. at 1.

\footnote{416} In any case, whether there is a potential increase in the price of the product concerning which the search was conducted would ultimately depend on the state of competition on the market for a given product and could not be established in the abstract or in general for all product searches.

\footnote{417} See Ratliff & Rubinfield, supra note 18, at 531.

\footnote{418} See generally Ratliff & Rubinfield, supra note 18, at 531. Ratliff and Rubinfield remark that consumers would become aware of any diminution in the relevance of Google’s results in both absolute and relative senses. In the absolute sense, if Google leads them to a low-value vertical search service, consumers would realize that the Google search that led them there was also of low value irrespective of whether they are aware of better vertical search services. Id. If consumers do not have a different and more negative experience when they are led to an assumed lower-quality vertical search service than when led to an assumed higher-quality one, then this would indeed call into question the assertion that one was actually lower quality than the other. Id. In the relative sense, consumers would become aware if Google’s vertical search service was of lower-quality when they become aware of higher-quality vertical search services that Google disfavoured. Id. They would become aware of such services even if they exclusively use Google because general search is not the only means by which consumers can learn about vertical search services. Id. For the position that if Google lowered the quality of search results it would lose users to competitors such as Yahoo!, Bing, etc. See also German Monopolies Comm’n, supra note 107, at 56.
comparison shopping), thereby lowering its total profits. All in all, the first condition of abuse fails to be satisfied.

2. Exclusion

The second requirement of abuse, namely exclusion of competition from competitors at least as efficient as the dominant undertaking that constitutes harm to competition appears not to be met in Google Search either. The relevant exclusionary conduct allegation is that certain specialist websites lose traffic due to not being ranked as prominently as they were before Google started prominently displaying its own Shopping results with the consequence that they are excluded from the comparison shopping market.

Foremost, it has to be noted that there is no outright exclusion of Google’s specialist (vertical) competitors from the general result pages (just like there is no coercion of consumers to choose results higher up in the results). Thus, if the loss of traffic is the cause of the alleged exclusion, it needs to be taken into account that provided that their results are relevant, these specialist sites still receive free traffic from Google Search. Moreover, given that many—if not most—of the comparison shopping sites in question have stayed in business despite the alleged diversion of traffic for nearly a decade, it is highly questionable whether there is any actual or potential exclusion. An alternative explanation for those sites which have not stayed on the market might be found in the changing preferences of consumers regarding online shopping and the rising prominence of merchant platforms such as Amazon as well as the normal effects of competition.

Second, what matters is harm to competition, and not the effect of conduct on certain competitors for the sake of preserving their competitive positions. Commentators have noted that a requirement imposed by competition law to consider purely external effects on competitors (i.e., the effects of Google’s technological or business decisions on the profits of other websites) would be perverse as competition itself necessarily imposes negative externalities on competitors (in the form of reduced profits and lower prices that benefit consumers). It has to be reiterated that what the competitors lose is essentially a form of free promotion by Google, hence the characterisation by the German Court of their relation to Google Search as free-riders. Furthermore, in
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422. Renda, supra note 16, at 45.
423. As noted above, Google introduced Universal Search in 2007. For a historical overview, see supra note 16.
Google Search the alleged conduct in question continues to generate free traffic to the websites displayed under the organic results and these are also competitors of Google for users conducting a product search such as Amazon, various retailers, etc. Indeed, the FTC has found that although changes to Google’s algorithm may have resulted in traffic loss to the demoted comparison shopping sites, the same changes can be viewed as improving the overall quality of Google’s search results because the first page now presents users with a greater diversity of websites. Thus, even if some competitors may have been harmed, competition is unlikely to have been harmed because of the numerous options still available to users wishing to search for and purchase items online and the numerous websites still receiving free traffic from Google Search. Given that both the EU Courts and the Commission have stipulated that effective competition may lead to the departure from the market of less efficient undertakings who deliver less to consumers in terms of price, choice, quality, innovation, etc., without this being anticompetitive under Article 102TFEU, the failure of some comparison shopping sites does not in itself represent the type of harm to competition that the EU competition rules seek to prevent.

3. Lack of an Increase in Efficiency

The third requirement of abuse also does not appear to be met in Google Search. As already alluded to above, the move from the ten-blue-links to Universal Search by Google and its competitors is considered to be an improvement in the provision of the search engine service which increased the efficiency of the service to users by improving quality through innovation (i.e., dynamic efficiencies). Google’s display of its own content has been found to be an improvement in the quality of Google’s search product by the FTC. Commentators also seem generally to agree that Universal Search is seen as an improvement by consumers in their experience. The introduction of Universal Search, which required Google to refine its assessment of the intent behind a search and then provide a link to the best available information for that intent regardless of its form, is perceived as an important intermediate step toward the ultimate goal of providing information directly. Providing information directly to users’ complicated queries, such as, “show me flights under €300 for places where it’s hot in December and I can snorkel,” which no search engine can currently answer, appears to be the ultimate goal of Google, which would present a further improvement in the search engine service

427. FTC Google Statement, supra note 175, at 2–3.
429. FTC Google Statement, supra note 175, at 2.
430. Id. at 3.
431. See, e.g. Renda, supra note 16, at 34–35; Lao, supra note 18, at 310; Daniel A. Crane, Search Neutrality as an Antitrust Principle, 19 GEO. MASON L. REV. 1199, 1205 (2012); Ryan Singel, Times Case for Gov Regulation of Google Search is Weak, WIRED (July 16, 2010), http://www.wired.com/2010/07/nyt-google-regulation; Bork & Sidak, supra note 419, at 673; SALINGER & LEVINSON, supra note 194, at 18.
432. SALINGER & LEVINSON, supra note 194, at 22.
provided to users. Thus, it is clear that the conduct in question is a legitimate business practice that increases the efficiency and attractiveness of the search engine and ultimately benefits consumers through innovation. All in all, none of the conditions of the particular conceptualisation of abuse under investigation is met on the basis of the available facts in Google Search.

C. The Potential Remedy

The potential remedy in Google Search presents one of the most significant challenges in the Commission’s investigation. This is because it remains unclear whether there is an appropriate remedy that can be imposed by the Commission. Under Article 7, Regulation 1/2003, where the Commission finds that there is an infringement of Article 102TFEU, it may by decision require the undertaking concerned to bring such infringement to an end.

For this purpose, the Commission may impose on the undertaking any behavioural or structural remedies which are proportionate to the infringement and necessary to bring the infringement effectively to an end. Structural remedies can only be imposed either where there is no equally effective behavioural remedy or where any equally effective behavioural remedy would be more burdensome for the undertaking concerned than the structural remedy.

Thus, any remedy to be imposed has to be effective, apply in relation to the infringement that has been established and be proportionate to that infringement. The principle of proportionality means that the burdens imposed on an undertaking to bring an infringement of competition law to an end must not exceed what is appropriate and necessary to attain the objective sought, namely re-establishing compliance with the rules.

On the basis of the allegations, the remedy in Google Search is potentially that of “treating all comparison sites in the same manner as Google treats its own comparison shopping service by subjecting them all to the same algorithm.” As noted before, the SO took the preliminary view that to remedy the conduct, Google should treat its own comparison shopping service and those of rivals in
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433. See Schmidt, supra note 216 (“The goal of a search engine is to deliver relevant results to users as quickly as possible. Put simply, we created search for users, not websites. And that’s the motivation behind all our improvements over the last decade.”).

434. See Council Regulation 1/2003, supra note 1, art. 7 (describing how the Council will find and terminate infringement).

435. Id.

436. See Commercial Solvents, 1974 E.C.R. 223, ¶¶ 45–46 (“It stated that that limitation was counterbalanced by competition as regards the quality of the services supplied to customers, which was not normally possible in the absence of an adequate profit margin covering the higher costs entailed by such services.”); Magill, 1995 E.C.R. 743, ¶ 93.


438. Fact Sheet, supra note 7 (“The Statement of Objections takes the preliminary view that in order to remedy the conduct, Google should treat its own comparison shopping service and those of rivals in the same way. This would not interfere with either the algorithms Google applies or how it designs its search results pages. It would, however, mean that when Google shows comparison shopping services in response to a user’s query, the most relevant service or services would be selected to appear in Google’s search results pages.”).
the same way.439 This suggests that the expectation is for Google to subject all comparison shopping sites to the same algorithm as Google Shopping (Commercial Unit), namely the algorithm that Google applies to advertisements that generate revenue to Google even though the comparison shopping sites in question would not be paying for any ad space on Google’s general result pages.440 Notably, the former Commissioner expressly indicated that imposing such a strict equal treatment obligation (i.e., that Google should apply the same algorithm to rank all search results including its own) would not be indispensable to remedy the concern in question and would not be proportionate, implying that it would not be justified under EU competition rules.441 The former Commissioner further noted that requiring Google to treat its own services in the exact same way as those of its competitors would mean that, depending on the results of the algorithm, Google’s own services might not appear on its own page.442 According to the former Commissioner, this would “certainly be an unprecedented constraint imposed on a company by an antitrust authority” and would not be in the users’ best interest.443

Other than the question of whether such a remedy of equal treatment can be achieved and effectively supervised in practice,444 it is unclear whether, in Google Search, there is a potential remedy, the imposition of which can be legally justified and makes commercial sense.

The first issue concerns what such a remedy of subjecting comparison shopping sites to the same algorithm that Google subjects Google Shopping (Commercial Unit) would entail. Such a remedy could require Google to display the merchant results that the competitor shopping sites would display in response to a particular product search.445 However, there are several problems with such a remedy. First, it is inconsistent with the way that search engines operate and compete with one another since the competition between search engines takes place through the display of their own results, not results of others.

439. Id.
443. Id.
445. Almunia, supra note 442 (“[W]henever it promotes its own services, Google would also have to present the specialized [sic] services of three competitors in a way that is clearly visible to users. These rival links would also be displayed in a comparable visual format.”).
Second, it is unclear how Google could obey such a remedy. There are two options: first, Google may be required to show results of the comparison shopping sites on the basis of the algorithms that these sites themselves use; or, second, Google may be required to apply its own algorithm to the merchant offers available in the comparison shopping sites’ inventories. Even if either of these options were technically possible without reducing the quality of search results for users by causing delays, both options would be tantamount to ordering Google to allow its competitors to monetize its page real estate by placing product offers in that space for which the rival has been paid for by advertisers. This would not only dampen competition, but also reduce the incentives to innovate of both Google and its competitors.

Irrespective of the question what exactly the remedy would entail, there is a second obvious problem concerning the remedy, as noted by the German Monopolies Commission: the operator of a search engine does not need to manipulate the search algorithm to take advantage of the preferential display of its own services since knowing the algorithm already enables the operator to design the websites for its own services in a way that would enable them to rank higher more easily in the generic search results. Thus, even if Google were to apply the same algorithm to Google Shopping and to the comparison shopping sites, simply by virtue of knowing the algorithm, it could ensure that Google Shopping ranks higher than a comparison shopping service. It must be noted that the German Monopolies Commission does not recommend the separation of general and specialised search services since it finds that this would be disproportionate. Moreover, such separation would impose on Google a compulsory reduction of the quality of its results for users since a free search engine service that presents universal results is more valuable to users than a free service that presents ten-blue-links. Furthermore, such separation would constitute divestiture. However, given that Google’s specialist results are simply a subset of its general search results rather than separate operations, it is difficult to envisage what exactly Google could be asked to divest. There would potentially be no limit to such an imposed reduction in quality—since that would be ultimately what separation and divestiture involve—as the more search queries there are for which a competitor may have a website that represents a subset of queries that Google can answer, the more specialist results Google would have to refrain from displaying on its general search result pages. Not only would this be an unjustifiable intervention in Google’s design choices over its proprietary content, such separation would also harm consumers by reducing

446. In this vein, see the options discussed (and ultimately found disproportionate) in Streetmap.EU Ltd. v. Google Inc. [2016] EWHC 253, 162–76 (Eng.).
448. German Monopolies Comm’n, supra note 107, at 7.
449. See id. at 7 (stating that “knowing the algorithm already enables the operator to design the websites for its own services so that they rank higher more easily in the generic list of results.”).
450. Id.
451. See id. (implying “the separation of general and specialised [sic] search services” would be “[a] divestiture”).
the relevance and, thus, the quality of the results that they would receive for searches on Google Search.

A third problem with the potential remedy is that imposing an obligation that Google subjects its own shopping results and competitors’ shopping sites to the same algorithm ignores the revealed preferences of users. Users who choose to conduct a search on Google, as opposed to another search engine or a comparison shopping site, can be presumed to do so out of preference given the availability of other options. Thus, making Google display the results of competitors in the same manner as it displays its own results—when the comparison shopping sites are available to access for anyone valuing their services—disregards the preferences of users who want to see Google’s results. Moreover, it implies ignoring the preferences of users in order to make Google provide free promotion to its competitors. This entails questioning whether the consumers have the “right preferences,” even though such paternalism is alien to competition law.\footnote{Wagner-von Papp, supra note 16, at 646.}\footnote{Id. at 647.} Intervening without very good evidence that informed consumer choice is impossible in the circumstances of the case would result in the Commission overruling consumer preferences instead of protecting them against restrictions.\footnote{See Greg McFarlane, How Does Google Make Its Money?, INVESTOPEDIA (Nov. 22, 2012, 10:21 AM), http://www.investopedia.com/stock-analysis/2012/what-does-google-actually-make-money-from-goo1121.aspx (providing an overview of how Google Search drives Google’s revenue).}\footnote{Commission Notice on the Definition of Relevant Market for the Purposes of Community Competition Law, 1997 O.J. (C 372) 5, ¶ 7.}

A related fourth issue with the potential remedy is that given that the comparison shopping sites (and other sites) do receive free traffic from Google by being displayed in the organic results when relevant, the remedy inherently must involve more than the provision of free traffic. Indeed, the potential remedy implies the active promotion of comparison shopping sites by Google, for free, in the general result pages. This begs two questions: first, why any site should be promoted for free by Google when Google’s free search engine service to users is funded almost exclusively by advertisers who pay for the space on the general result pages\footnote{See Greg McFarlane, How Does Google Make Its Money?, INVESTOPEDIA (Nov. 22, 2012, 10:21 AM), http://www.investopedia.com/stock-analysis/2012/what-does-google-actually-make-money-from-goo1121.aspx (providing an overview of how Google Search drives Google’s revenue).} (i.e., the exact same thing that the competitors would be entitled to for free). Second, why comparison shopping sites deserve and are more entitled to this enhanced free promotion of their websites by Google any more than, for example, Amazon or eBay or a given merchant is. Such entitlement to enhanced promotion is a direct result of the Commission’s definition of a relevant market as that of comparison shopping and its definition of that market in a particular way.\footnote{Commission Notice on the Definition of Relevant Market for the Purposes of Community Competition Law, 1997 O.J. (C 372) 5, ¶ 7.} If the relevant market is not that of comparison shopping or if the market of comparison shopping as defined by the Commission also included merchant platforms such as Amazon and eBay, then the remedy would involve little more than the Commission protecting the interests of comparison shopping sites as opposed to other sites like Amazon and
thereby, *distorting competition* between competitors.\textsuperscript{456} However, market definition is an entirely artificial construct that has been called an incoherent process as a matter of basic economic principles.\textsuperscript{457} Real markets do not come defined. Market definition is an *exercise* that serves to establish the group of products that are sufficiently substitutable with one another.\textsuperscript{458} In *Google Search*, it is highly likely that comparison shopping services is either not a relevant market or if it is, it includes merchant platforms such as Amazon and eBay, which currently are not acknowledged as part of the relevant market by the Commission.\textsuperscript{459} As noted by one commentator, “there might be something wrong if policymakers systematically identify different competitors compared to those that the companies themselves consider to be their rivals.”\textsuperscript{460} Notably, Amazon and eBay both consider themselves to be competing with general search engines as well as comparison shopping sites.\textsuperscript{461} Thus, the Commission’s envisaged remedy may result in arbitrarily protecting some competitors—in fact, likely those less preferred by consumers—over others.

Fifth, the potential remedy involves Google practically paying for the promotion of its rivals by the use of Google’s services. This is because Google earns revenue from the display of Google Shopping (Commercial Unit) results which are ads.\textsuperscript{462} The space in which Google might be ordered to treat its competitors in the same way as it treats Google Shopping is Google’s ad space.\textsuperscript{463} Consequently, the remedy will entail Google treating the competitors’ sites which do not involve any advertisement return to Google in the same way as revenue generating advertisements, thereby losing the potential revenue from paid-for advertisements in the same space, to promote the services of its competitors on its own property. This is equivalent to not only making Google

\textsuperscript{456} The case would be unsustainable if one included particularly Amazon as a player in the relevant market since the Commission would have to demonstrate that Amazon is likely to be excluded as a result of Google’s conduct. A comScore study that found that product searches on Amazon grew 73% over one year (in 2012). See Singer, supra note 216.


\textsuperscript{458} A relevant “product market” comprises all those products/services which are regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer, by reason of the products’/services’ characteristics, their prices and their intended use. See Commission Notice, supra note 455, ¶ 7.

\textsuperscript{459} See, e.g., Renda, supra note 16, at 28 (noting that Amazon is clearly a competitor to Google’s comparison shopping service); Lianos, supra note 22 (suggesting that Amazon may be a competitor in “product search”).

\textsuperscript{460} Renda, supra note 16, at 43.

\textsuperscript{461} See Amazon.com, Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K) (Jan. 29, 2015), https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1018724/000101872415000006/amzn-20141231x10k.htm#21F0250F132C18429D9452F1E3EE59F5 (“[W]e have many competitors in different industries, including retail, e-commerce services, digital content and electronic devices, and web and infrastructure computing services.”); eBay Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K) (Feb. 5, 2015) 10, 13–14 http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1065088/000106508815000054/ebay201410-k.htm?BBCEDF2F60_0306C7072F1C7807C055 (“[Competitors] include, but are not limited to, retailers, distributors, liquidators, import and export companies, auctioneers, catalog and mail-order companies, classifieds, directories, search engines, commerce participants (consumer-to-consumer, business-to-consumer and business-to-business), shopping channels and networks.”).

\textsuperscript{462} McFarlane, supra note 442 (“So whenever Google decides to offer what you [Mathias Döpfner, to whom the open letter is addressed] call “a new advertising window,” it would be obliged to share it with its competitors, providing them with comparable space inside it.”).
promote competition against itself, but also making Google practically pay (an amount equivalent to the forgone revenue from not displaying a potentially revenue-generating ad in the same space) for such promotion. It is difficult to contemplate how such a remedy might be considered proportionate and necessary.

In summation, it is challenging to envisage exactly what could be legitimately required of Google to remedy its allegedly infringing conduct. The potential lack of an appropriate remedy should prompt the Commission to reconsider whether there is an infringement in the first place. It has indeed been remarked that at this stage in Google Search, it is difficult to imagine a remedy that would benefit consumers more than the “do nothing” option.\(^{464}\)

IV. CONCLUSION

This Article has conducted a positive and a normative assessment of whether the conduct in Google Search, as identified by the Commission, breaches Article 102TFEU. Regarding the positive law assessment, three of the most likely theories of abuse (i.e., refusal to deal, discrimination, and tying) have been considered. A thorough analysis of the provision of Article 102TFEU, as well as the case law thereon, reveals that fitting the publicly available facts of Google Search into one of these existing types of abuse is equivalent to fitting a square peg in a round hole. Without entirely disregarding some of the fundamental concepts and rules underlying the existing framework for these abuses, the facts of Google Search do not fit into these categories of abuse. A normative legal assessment of the conduct in question, the necessity of which arises from the list of practices in Article 102TFEU being indicative and from the lack of precedent in EU law, also reveals that these facts should not be fitted into the framework of Article 102TFEU. Under the conceptualisation of abuse adopted for this normative assessment, the requirements of abuse are not fulfilled: the facts in Google Search do not indicate the relevant type of exploitation, exclusion, or lack of an increase in efficiency resulting from the dominant undertaking’s conduct. Coupled with the serious issues surrounding the potential remedy as well as the possibility that no appropriate remedy exists, Google Search clearly presents a testing challenge for the Commission.

Reaching the incorrect outcome in Google Search can lead to a chain of other incorrect interventions in Europe and beyond, as well as a reduction in incentives of other companies to take risks, invest and innovate. Commentators have indeed remarked that on the basis of an error-cost framework an antitrust action against Google is ill-advised and creates substantial risk for a false positive, which would chill innovation and competition in fast moving markets that currently benefit consumers.\(^{465}\) Arguably, antitrust authorities have historically not treated novel business practices or innovative practices kindly, and economics has tended to ascribe anti-competitive explanations to new forms
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\(^{464}\) Renda, supra note 16, at 42.

\(^{465}\) Manne, supra note 16, at 178.
of conduct that are not-well-understood. Antitrust scrutiny of innovation is likely to be biased towards assigning a higher likelihood of anti-competitiveness to a given practice than later literature and evidence will suggest is reasonable or accurate. Not only is the theoretical literature on innovation and competition insufficient to instil any confidence in our ability to establish which antitrust policies would encourage innovation and result in consumer gains, but stakes are also higher in cases concerning innovation than in regular antitrust cases on the basis of the well-established link between economic growth and innovation.

Google Search is an opportunity for the Commission to demonstrate its dedication to an enforcement objective that distinguishes harm to competitors from harm to competition and consumers under Article 102TFEU. Whether competition and consumers have been harmed by any of Google’s alleged practices has to be established beyond a demonstration of harm to some competitors. As the publicly available facts stand, it appears unlikely that Google’s practices under scrutiny have harmed or even can harm consumers. That a search on Google Search never returns an otherwise empty page with results from Google’s own specialist services and related advertisements, but always involves free, organic results which in many cases generate traffic to Google’s major competitors (such as Amazon) is an important fact to remember when establishing whether competition has been harmed. Any infringement decision in Google Search should, therefore, demonstrate that the case is not about who “is going to get their hands on” the potential revenue from advertisers, but is about protecting competition in order to ultimately benefit consumers.

466. Id. at 183.
467. Id.
468. Id. at 184–86.
469. See Attheraces Ltd. v. British Horse Racing Bd. Ltd., [2007] EWCA Civ 38, 214 (Eng.) (holding that this case concerning the supply of pre-race data to which bookmakers and broadcasters needed access for use in their business and which was allegedly supplied at excessive prices by the British Horseracing Board to Attheraces (ATR) (a broadcaster) under Article 102TFEU was “[d]espite its elaborate legal and economic arguments and the high levels of moral indignation, [a] case . . . about who is going to get their hands on ATR’s revenues from overseas bookmakers.”). See also id. at 215 (holding that since “the principal object of Article [102] of the Treaty is the protection of consumers, in this case the punters, not of business competitors . . . [the Court] need[s] to look beyond ATR’s immediate interests to the market served by ATR.”).
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ANNEX 2 CONTINUED